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UM police, fraternity dispute SAE incident
having a party and started to demand
where "the girl" was, according to
James Sexton, regional president of
The early morning ofMarch 19 brought Sigma Alpha Epsilon for New England.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity the end of The SAE members, two of whom were
Saint Patrick's Day festivities and the start intoxicated, responded with confusion
of a spiraling legal dispute with the saying that there was no party or girl.
University of Maine. The event led to the They told police that if they wanted to
suspension and probation of the fraternity enter the house, they would have to
present a search warrant, to which the
and many unanswered questions.
At 1:48 a.m., UMaine Public Safety officers replied that they had one, but
and Orono Ambulance were alerted of a had left it at the station. Upon the
cell phone call received by the Maine arrival of SAE president Jesse
State Police requesting medical assis- Ouellette, approximately 15 minutes
tance for a highly intoxicated female in later, the police were permitted to enter
medical distress who was reported to be the house. They found no evidence of a
party and no inebriated woman.
on the premises of SAE.
Police Chief Noel March maintains
When police arrived at the residence
of SAE, they accused the brothers of that the immediate action of the officers
By Lindsay Stevens
For The Maine Campus

was to inform the brothers that they had
received a medical emergency phone"
call, yet were barred from entering the
residence by two particular individuals.
"I am grateful for Jesse Ouellette's
intervention that night, his maturity and
his leadership," said March. "He
calmed things down. Without him,there
would have been more arrests and the
likelihood of increased force."
The two brothers responsible for preventing police entrance were suspended
from the University, expelled from SAE
and criminally charged with disorderly
conduct and obstructing government
administration,to which they plead guilty.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY NATHAN STEVENS
UMaine sanctioned SAE for "conduct, which threatens or endangers the HOUSE PROBLEMS — Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity house on College Avenue
See SAE on Page 2

Officials
break
ground
for dome
By Joel Crabtree
Copy Editor

CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP

DIG IN - President Kennedy, Larry and Kevin Mahaney and other major contributers to the Mahaney Dome project officially break ground at the construction site Wednesday afternoon.

Dining coping with Stodder
closure; presents new programs
By Khela Kupiec
For The Maine Campus
Take a walk by the Estabrook
and Stodder dormitories, and
you will notice a definite change
of atmosphere. A hub of culinary activity no more, the windows of the late Stodder remain
dark throughout the day and
hundreds of students are no

longer ushered through its
doors.
Last May,Stodder closed forever and is now housing the catering
services previously set up in Wells
Commons.Though there was some
warning, students are still shocked
by the new developments in the
Dining Services and some are feeling resistant to the change.
See DINING on Page 4

University of Maine President
Robert Kennedy, Interim Athletic
Director Blake James, UMaine
alumnus Larry Mahaney and his
son Kevin all were in attendance
for the ceremonial groundbreaking for the new athletic facility on
campus.
The groundbreaking took
place yesterday at 4 p.m. and was
very well received by those in
attendance.
"I think it went real well,"
Kennedy said. "Magnificent
weather, group of people that are
obviously very committed to this
project and delighted to see it
here."
The two people that everyone
was buzzing about at the ceremony were Mahaney and his son
See DOME on Page 7

First-year class largest in 15 years
By Andrew Knapp
News Editor
The University of Maine just got bigger.
With the start of the 2005-06 school year, Maine's
flagship university saw its largest first-year class in 15
years. Figures show a three percent spike above last
year's number of 1,823 students.
In addition, out-of-state student tallies for first-years
spiked to 375, a 20 percent increase. Students from 76
countries and 47 states make up that total. All but
Oklahoma,North Dakota and Hawaii are represented.
"It's part of a desire to make this the grand public uni-

versity in Maine.It's part of a desire to attract people from
all across the country and the globe," said Dean of
Students Robert Dana."These different personalities and
experiences enrich our environment in new ways."
Unofficial overall enrollment numbers held steady at
11,400, a 42-student increase above last year. An official
census will be taken on Oct_ 15.
According to Dana,out-of-state students now account
for 25 percent of the campus population. UMaine is aiming at a 28-30 percent goal.
"If you knew people who werejust like you, you would
think that's how the whole world would be," he said.
See CLASS on Page 2
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POLICEBEAT
By Randy Perkins

SAE
From Page 1

health or safety of any individual," as
a result of denying police and medical personnel admission during an
emergency. The presence, or lack
thereof, of the allegedly intoxicated
female appeared irrelevant to the
issue. The police speculated that the
girl may have exited the house during the 15 minutes of denied entry.
'The two brothers could have
denied that he had been outside the handled the situation better, but the
building. The officers noted that he police could have, too," said
appeared to be intoxicated. While Ouellette.
talking to Forbes, the officers saw a
The Maine SAE chapter was suscouple bottles of hard liquor in the pended and put on probation for two
mom. A background check was run years and lost fraternity privileges. In
on Forbes and found that he was on the original sanctions, UMaine also
bail conditions from a previous arrest prohibited the membersfrom wearing
for which he was not to consume their letters, directed them to vacate
alcohol. The officers placed him their house and instructed them not to
under arrest for violation of condi- have any association with one another
tional release for a pending OUI or "continue to operate as Sigma
charge.The officers also found a liter Alpha Epsilon Fraternity, however
of vodka,dry martini mix and a large loosely defined." The University
silver bayonet-style dagger one foot demanded that the fraternity"undergo
in length. Forbes was then transport- a comprehensive membership review
that must be shared, in its entirety,
ed to Penobscot County Jail.
with the director of Greek life and
Lengyl situation results in charges dean of students."
'That was a violation of their
A man was charged after a situa- constitutional rights," said Sexton.
Noel March
tion at the softball diamond behind "The University cannot tell them
Lengyl Hall 12:30 am. Saturday. An what to wear, they cannot kick them
Chief, Public Safety
officer on foot patrol noticed three out of a house they own, and they
females and one male sitting on a cannot tell them who they may assobench,and observed the male light an ciate with."
genuine." The cell phone call
In a letter to Inter Fraternity records were subpoenaed in court,
object which he believed may have
been marijuana, due to the lighter Council members, Ouellette wrote, and Ouellette received a map of
being lit in the proximity ofhis mouth. "SAE never offered to do a member- where the call had originated from,
The officer observed that the male had ship review, and we certainly would and it originated from Old Town,not
a pipe behind his feet and a lighter. never agree to share highly confiden- on SAE's property.
"We know for certain that there
The male was Christopher Donahue, tial internal membership information
18, of Orono, and was charged with with the administration. Bottom was no drunken girl there that night,"
line: the administration does not have said Ouellette. "The University has
possession of drug paraphernalia.
the legal authority to request this of decided to sanction Maine Alpha for
endangering a person who was never
any fraternity or sorority."
Juvenile's breath tests 0.03
SAE appealed the sanctions twice actually in any danger."
When asked if he thought that
A juvenile was found in violation and was denied both times. The fraof the state's zero-tolerance policy ternity went on further to enlist the there had been an intoxicated girl on
2:49 am.Saturday. Officer Nickerson aid of the American Civil Liberties the premises that night, March said,
was on patrol on the Sebec Road when Union. Ouellette is not aware of what "We believe that the caller was being
he observed a vehicle with a plate light the ACLU may have said or done, honest."
When a fraternity chapter loses its
out. She initiated a traffic stop and but the university reissued the sancapproached the operator and could
smell the odor of an intoxicating beverage coming from the inside of the
vehicle. She identified the driver as a
17-year-old juvenile.The officer could
smell the strong odor ofintoxicants on
his breath.After being asked to exit the
vehicle to perform a field sobriety test,
he admitted to consuming three beers.
He was taken to the police station at
the university,where he blew a0.03 on
a breath test. He was refen-ed to the
Bureau of Motor Vehicles and
September 29 - October 2nd
released to his parents.

For The Maine Campus

Three charged in DTAV
marijuana incident
Three people were charged after a
situation on the second floor of
Chandler House in DTAV 8:50 p.m.
Sunday. The resident director contacted the police upon smelling the
odor of marijuana from a secondfloor room during routine rounds.
The officer arrived and could smell
the odor of burnt marijuana. After a
knock on the door,a male voice from
inside said, "Come in." There were
five people in the common area.
Joshua LaPierre, 20,of Orono, a resident of the room, was questioned,
and he admitted that they had been
smoking marijuana but claimed there
was none left. The officer asked
where the smoking paraphernalia
was and LaPiene turned over two
smoking pipes. The officer then
noticed a green leafy substance on the
counter of the common area. As a
result of the investigation, Joseph A.
Shaw, 19,ofOrono was charged with
possession of marijuana; Courtney
St. Laurent, 20, of Orono was
charged with possession ofdrug paraphernalia; and LaPierre was also
charged with possession of drug
paraphernalia.
Man charged for violating release
A man was arrested after a situation in Estabrooke Hall 4:54 am.
Saturday. Two females heard a man
calling for help outside the building.
The two females checked downstairs
and found a man outside who
claimed he lived in the building and
had forgotten his MaineCard. The
females let him in and the three of
them rode the elevator to their
respective floors. The females got off
at the second floor,and the male continued to the fourth floor. Shortly
thereafter, the females heard a knock
on their door, looked out the peephole and saw the male subject they
had let in the building. They were
afraid to open the door and called the
police.The officers arrived and located the male suspect, identified as
Kent Forbes, 40, a resident of
Estabrooke Hall. The females said
the suspect appeared intoxicated.
Upon being questioned, Forbes

CLASS
From Page 1
"Instead, now we can realize that the
world is a vastly diverse place. These
folks reflect the real world."
While Admissions typically close
at the end of August, they were cut
off earlier in the month this year.
UMaine's 19 residence halls were
filled to capacity with 3,858 students.
Dana said the university overenrolled the amount of residents by 30,
but those students have since been
placed in campus living.
The spike in students entering the
school had no effect on the 15 to 1
student-faculty ratio.
Dana said no plans are in the
making to increase the overall enrollment any further.
"We're in range of our capacity

tions with changes. They no longer
prohibited SAE from wearing their
letters, advised them to vacate their
property, not reorganize the fraternity
and stated that it would be helpful if
the membership review was shared
with them.
"I'm not trying to slam the university," said Ouellette. "I like this
campus, the professors are great and
I have had great experiences here. I
just want to stand up for what's
right."
The 911 caller who originated the
chain of events wished to remain
anonymous for fear of retaliation.
Chief March supports that the call
has been identified as "legitimate and

"We've called
several times to meet
with SAE, maybe
over dinner. With
SAE, we don't need
a mediator. We need
an invitation.
I'm hungry."

recognition from a university, the
chapter is shut down by the national
fraternity. After an investigation and
risk assessment, the SAE national
fraternity made an exception for the
Maine Chapter of SAE because they
believed the university had overstepped its bounds and were concerned that the punishment ofthe fraternity did not fit the crime.
"In sports, if two athletes acted
up,they would be punished individually, the whole team certainly
wouldn't be suspended by the university," said Sexton."Why is it any
different than two brothers and a fraternity?"
According to Sexton,SAE is concerned that current UMaine Public
Safety behavior is borderline harassment They allegedly shine flashlights
into cars at the fraternity and visit the
house with no probable came
March says 117 College Ave is
not being singled out.
"Any address that is known to
have high-risk behavior that can lead
to violations of the law will be monitored by police whether it is a dorm,
frat house or apartment building. As
I tell every frat and sorority that I
visit, there are far too many students
and far too few police officers for us
to sit in the bushes and wait for
somebody to walk by with a plastic
cup. If you're a lightning rod for
attention, you're going to get police
attention."
The SAE national chapter holds
the position that"SAE is committed
to working with the University of
Maine to foster a robust Greek community." SAE has offered to pay for
a professional mediation firm from
Boston to help relations.
"We've called several times to
meet with SAE, maybe over dinner.
With SAE, we don't need a mediator," said March."We need an invitation. I'm hungry."
"We just want to know who the
caller is so that we can set our reputation straight," said Oullette.
"SAE is not a threat," he said.
"We have a great fraternity. We do
over 800 hours of community service every year. We just want to stop
the rumors."

MDEN Announcing a special UMaine
CA
INTERNATIONAL course in collaboration with

FILM
FESTIVAL

rate now," he said. "I haven't heard
any discussions to increase size drastically."
Among first-years, 24.1 percent
ranked within the top 10 percent of
their high school class, while 42.7
percent placed in the top 20 percent.
"These students make up the best
university it can be," he said."Larger
numbers provide a robust campus
life with more people to contribute to
intramural sports, clubs and other
activities at UMaine."
Dana said tuition costs from the
large student body raises income for
the university. The surge in out-ofstate students means more people are
paying a higher tuition rate.
"That helps in the real-world
economy," he said.
Full-time students account for 77
percent of the overall figures, while
20 percent are involved in a graduate-level program.

the Camden International Film

Taught by faculty
members from the
Departments of Art,
English, and New
Media, the course
will explore the
nature of
documentaries as
agents for effective
cultural understanding
and social engagement.
Students will learn the
critical language of film
and video in three
Saturday Classes.

For more information call
581-3143 http://dllumaine.eduicd
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UM rallies Katrina sympathizers, mobilizes protestors
State officials, NAACP speak out on hurricane
By Riley Donovan
Assistant News Editor
Hurricane Katrina destroyed one of the
United States' most famous southern
cities. It tore apart homes and lives, leaving many dead and injured along the way.
But with such a devastating national disaster has come a national rally for relief and
support for those left homeless, jobless
and hurting.
On Friday, the University of Maine
community rallied in support of the widespread relief efforts. Led by James Varner,
the president of the Greater Bangor Area
NAACP, a small group of nearly 40 students gathered on the Fogler Library steps
to try to encourage other students and
community members to join the relief
effort.
With a list of speakers that included
Congressman Mike Michaud, of Maine's
second Congressional District, Maine
State Attorney General Steven Rowe, state
Representative Emily Cain of Orono and
state Senator Elizabeth Schneider, also of
Orono, the event largely criticized the
relief effort of President Bush and in particular Federal Emergency Management
Agency, the federal agency overseeing the
relief efforts in both Louisiana and parts of
Mississippi.
While the event called for more
Mainers to step up and aid the relief effort,
the cast of speakers was very critical of the
slowness of the relief response by
Washington. The event looked, at times,
like an anti-war rally, with many in the
crowd waving anti-war signs, one of which
read: "Hurricane relief, not war." Still,
Varner believed he got his message of

relief across to those who attended.
Paul Groce, a political science major, is
co-chairman of the Human Rights
Coalition on campus, one of the many
groups on campus working to aid the relief
effort. He says he agrees that more should
have been done sooner to aid the relief
efforts. He also says there is plenty that the
people in the area can do to help.
"One thing is just be hospitable to the
people needing housing," said Groce. "If
you know someone who has an extra
room, tell them that we have connections
of trying to get people to come to Maine."
Emily Cain said there were three reasons why she spoke at the event; the first,
because she believes people in New
England, and especially in Maine, like to
help other people. Her second reason, she
said, is because she knows that the
UMaine community is one that helps others. And her third reason is a more personal one. Cain says she has family and
friends who live in the Gulf Coast region
who were affected by the storm.
"They're getting a lot of support now,"
said Cain, of her family stranded in the
Gulf region."But it could have come sooner. I think we need to now focus on learning what we did wrong this time,so we can
do it better if this happens again."
While Michaud said he was also upset
with the lack of a quick response to the
disaster, he did say that many of the storm
victims were overwhelmed by all the help
they were getting from around the country.
But, he also noted that hurricane season is
not over, and the government must find out
what went wrong.
"Despite the warnings of the hurricane,
the federal response has been slow, and

After his speech, Michaud expressed
his displeasure with what he called the
"political hacks" who are running FEMA,
particularly Mike Brown, FEMA's leader,
who stepped down due to criticism on
Monday.
"I don't care if it's a Republican administration, Democratic administration, we
need people with experience in those positions, and that is what has been lacking,"
he said. "That's one thing I will definitely
be pushing for is to require accountability."
Michaud says there needs to be qualifications for who the director of FEMA
should be. He also says he is not sure
whether it is a good idea to have the
agency under the guidance of the
Department of Homeland Security,
which it has been since Sept. 11, 2001.
He says it may be better off as a separate
agency.
Michaud also mentioned the efforts of
Senators Susan Collins and Joseph
Lieberman, the co-chairpeople of the
Senate Homeland Security Committee. He
says that Collins' committee will further
look into the FEMA response and decide
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STACY ALEXANDER
whether to recommend a separation from
WAVES OF CHANGE — Professor
the department.
James Varner introduces guest
Varner was very pleased with the speakspeakers at the Hurricane Katrina
ers
and what they had to say. Although he
relief rally held in front of Fogler
would have liked to have seen more stuLibrary Friday afternoon. Students
dents at the event, he said it only takes a
took advantage of the opportunity
few people to make a difference.
to voice their opinions through the
Groce agreed.
use of posters.
"One person can't do everything," he
said,"but everyone can do something."
there's been a lot of confusion as well,"
Varner and Groce will team with a numsaid Michaud to the crowd.
ber of student and community organizaMichaud said the most important thing is to tions at 7 p.m. Sept. 25, to plan for further
help those in need. He also said that Mainers relief efforts. The meeting will be held at
are responding,and he thanked his constituentg the Unitarian Universalist Society in
for their willingness to help respond.
Bangor, located behind City Hall.
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about students' reactions to
Stodder closing," said Aubrey.
"I invite them to contact me any
time about dining concerns. I'm
more than happy to talk to them.
If they care enough to ask,
they'll get a response."
Stodder is just a small piece
of the vigorous plan to overhaul
outdated facilities. In order to
meet with the larger demand on
the remaining three commons
expected after the closing of
Stodder, new additions have
been made.
Starting Oct. 3, "Bear Bites"
will open up in Donald P.
Corbett, a small kiosk that will
cater to the midday needs of the
busiest academic building on
campus.
- "The kiosk in D.P. Corbett
was actually a student idea,"
said Aubrey. "It was pointed out
how much traffic went through
that area and how convenient a
place it would be for a quick
meal. The good ideas we'll take
and run with. I am hoping that
when the other facilities open,
there'll be more acceptance of
the dining changes."
"Sept. 27, the 'Black Bear
Delivery,' based out of the
Maine Marketplace, will kick
off. They will offer the delivery
of sandwiches, salads and other
lunch options, and delivery services could also be expanded
beyond that if there is a big
enough demand," said Aubrey.
A second kiosk similar to the
one in D.P. Corbett is also in the
beginning stages of planning,
but a decision on the location
-has not been made.
The remaining commons are
rising to the challenge of serving
a greater volume of students.
Dining services are looking at
having more meals to go.
Changes have been made in the
meal plans themselves, allowing
"seven swipes a day," and the
hours of operation have expanded as well.
"The longer hours are a great
idea because you can eat when

THURSDAY, SEI'l hMBER 15, 2005

you want, and it fits in better
with your schedule," said Neenu
Chooliani, a second-year student.
From Page 1
Students can also use one
"It's a very big inconvenmeal a day in the Maine
ience. I live in Penobscot, and
Marketplace or either of the two
the closest commons is York. I
markets located in Stodder and
By Matthew Dodge
like that we can use a meal to
Stewart, rather than having to
buy sandwiches and chips in the
use them all in the commons. It's
For The Maine Campus
markets, but I still don't think
part of creating more flexibility
closing Stodder was the greatest
and making it easier for students
The air was crisp and the wind
idea," said Angela Francis, a
to access food.
slightly chilly on Saturday at the
third-year student.
Greater food variety is also University of Maine. But that did not
Dining
According
to
already being introduced to stop Delta Tau Delta fraternity from
Services, Stodder was closed
spark interest. York has been throwing their annual "Slip n' Slide
only after careful thought and
incredibly busy with its newly for Safe Sex." The smell of barbecue
research. All the commons were
added "make-your-own-pizza" food and the sounds of WMEB 91.9
built in the 1950s and 1960s and
and "pasta toss".
greeted those who stopped by the
have hardly been updated at all
"[The commons] are really event.
since then. As recent years have
good and have a lot of selection.
Now in its second year,the Slip n'
progressed, Dining Services has
I especially like the salad bar," Slide serves not only as a community
noticed a large drop in the volsaid Ryanne Flannery, a first- 'service event, but as a way to get the
ume of students they serve. "Of
year student.
fraternity's name out. While a rush
the diners on campus, only 24
Already this semester, York event centered on safe sex awareness
percent use a meal plan while
has been serving a larger volume and slip n'slides might seem strange
the other 76 percent, made up of
of students than York and to some, DTD President Bryan
mostly students, represent a loss
Stodder combined to serve in the Adams feels it is an event that has
of possible revenue," said Dawn
past.
benefits that are two-fold.
Aubrey, interim director of
"I think there are a lot of pos"We figured it would be a fun
Dining Services.
itive things going on, and stu- way to get people to check us out,"
Dining Services realized
dents need to keep in mind that said Adams."Once they come over,
drastic changes needed to be
we are here for them," said they can also get the safe-sex informade in response to shifts in
Mohamed Ali, associate director mation. It makes it fun and raises
consumer needs. Student schedof retail dining.
awareness."
ules and food choices have
While these smaller changes
DTD's major philanthropic event
changed in the 50 years since the
are taking place to take care of of the school year is the annual"Mud
commons were first built. More
students now, still bigger plans Run" for the American Cancer
flexibility is required and stuare in the works.
Society, held in the spring. I ast year,
dents want their food cooked to
"We're going through some they decided to expand their fundraisgrowing pains right now," said ing efforts to include the Slip n'Slide.
order, prepared fresh and tailored to their needs. This is
Aubrey.
Seeing the importance of distribsomething the old facilities
Starting Nov. 7, renovations uting information about safe sex, it
could not keep up with.
to outfit Wells as a sustainable made sense to hold an event that
Verbal and interne surveys of
facility will begin. Eventually could act as a forum for information.
the students and a full-blown
Wells, Hilltop and York will be
"Abstinence is unlikely in colmarketing survey were utilized
the three remaining commons lege; people need to know about proafter complete renovations are tecting themselves," said Adams
to help pinpoint problem areas
and requirements. Stodder was
finished. Stewart will be renoIn their first year, DTD partnered
the smallest of all four located
vated to accommodate a market- with UMaine's Peer Education
on campus. Its age and the work
place setup like the Union.
group to get the word out on safe sex,
needed to expand its capacity for
Stodder was just the begin- as well as a variety of other subjects.
ning of sweeping changes. The Four first-year peer educators were
volume proved to be the most
costly out of all the commons.
catering services that it currently on hand, set up at their own table to
Stodder did not have the potenholds will eventually be moved, distribute information and pamphlets
tial to transform into something
and, there is no long-term plan to whomever was interested.
that met students' expectations.
for what will be done with the Recently grouped together with the
"I'm tremendously concerned
space once that happens.
Student Ambassadors and placed
under the jurisdiction of the counseling center, it was the Peer Educators'
first outing of the year. The goal of
the day was not to raise money, but
GRADUATE SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC POLICY
to raise awareness.
"Basically, we just try to get out
AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

DINING

The School ofInternational and Public Affairs
Columbia University
The Edmund A. Walsh School ofForeign Service
Georgetown University
The Paul

Safe sex awareness
topic of Slip n'Slide
there and promote safe sex," said
Sean Malone ofPeer Educators."We
just want people to act safe and not
make stupid decisions."
It was made very clear by the fraternity brothers and the Peer
Educators alike that the activities of
the day were designed to neither condone nor encourage sex, simply to
give out all the available information
and let students make their own decisions.
Bryan Beaulieu, a brother of
DTD was on hand for the day's
events. He believes that the sex education many students received prior
to college was inadequate.
"Taking too many examples
about sex from movies and television
can give kids the wrong impression,"
he said. He felt events like the one
hosted on Saturday could help keep
students out of trouble and in school.
Due to a recent AIDS event put on
by the Peer Educators, the group did
not have enough condoms to give to
all of the students who were present
on Saturday. This was misleading to
several students who attended, who
found out about the event through the
bulletin posted on FirstClass depicting a condom riding a Slip n' Slide.
The Peer Educators refered people
looking for protection of any sort to
contact the Cutler Health Center or
their dorm's RAs or RD.
While short on sexual protection,
the Peer Educators were certainly not
short on information about safe sex.
When asked to comment on their
organization's stance on an abstinence-only approach to sex education.
"Abstinence only really doesn't
educate, it's just saying 'not to' and
leaves it at that," Sierran Lucey ofthe
Peer Educators said. "If they do
choose to engage in sex,they need to
know the risks and what's out there
to help them,and that's what we do."
With the Deltas grilling on the
lawn, DJs from WMEB providing
the music and the Peer Educators
giving out information, three groups
united to further their own individual agendas as well as to unite for a
single cause.

Welcome Back Students!
Have a Great Semester!

H.Nitze School ofAdvancedInternationalStudies
Johns Hopkins University

The Woodrow Wilson School ofPublic and InternationalAffairs
Princeton University
The Pletcher School ofLaw and Diplomacy
Tufts University
PLEASE JOIN US FOR
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TREET,
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ASK NOW TO REMOVE
SMELLS FROM FABRC®
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CONNECT WITH UP TO 20 PEOPLE INSTANTLY WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON.
THEN MAKE PLAN TO MOVE COUCH INTO YOUR PLACE OR BACK OUT TO STREET.

speed-talk

•

Unlimited SpeedTalk Minutes
Walkie-talkie-style service
• 1000 Anytime Minutes
• $49.95 per month
• AOL Instant Messenger service — FREE Trial
• Buy 1 and get up to 3
LG UX4750 phones FREE
(with 2-year contracts and mail-in rebates)
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LG UX4750

1-888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM
Offer valid on two-year service agreement on local and national plans of $49.95 or higher. All service agreements subject to an early termination fee. Credit approval required. $30 activation fee. $15 equipment change fee. Roaming
charges, fees, surcharges, overage charges and taxes apply. $0.96 Regulatery Cost Recovery Fee charge applies. This is not a tax or government required charge. Local network coverage and reliability may vary. Usage rounded up to
the next full minute. Use of service constitutes acceptance of our terms and conditions. Use of the AM.'Instant Messengerm service mobile application requires easyedge data services on the account. The length of the validity for
the AOL'' Instant Messenger'4 service Free Trial shall not exceed more than one full days time.Buy one get three free only valid if a two-year service agreement is purchased for SpeedTalk service on all handsets and requires mail-in
rebate per line. Promotional phone is subject to change. Allow 10-12 weeks for rebate processing. SpeedTalk: SpeedTalk capable handset required. SpeedTalk calls may only be made with other U.S. Cellular SpeedTalk subscribers.
SpeedTalk is only available in U.S. Cellular's enhanced services coverage areas. While you are on a SpeedTalk call, your wireless calls will go directly to voicemail. If you roam outside of US. Cellular's enhanced services coverage area
you will not be able to place a SpeedTalk call. SpeedTalk is a proprietary service mark of U.S. Cellular. Other restrictions apply. See store for details. Limited time offer. ©2005 U.S. Cellular Corporation.
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MaineCard made over, gets new features

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

By Shannon Shutts
For The Maine Campus

Thursday, Sept. 15
Melissa Manchester concert
Preview screening
See a preview screening of
PBS Show, "Art 21, Art in the
21st Century," 7 p.m. Free of
charge in Donald P. Corbett
Building Auditorium. For more
information contact Laurie
Hicks on FirstClass or at. 5813427.
Friday, Sept. 16

Part of MCA season. 8 p.m.
Contact MCA ticket office at
581-1755 for tickets.
Saturday, Sept. 17
Student organization fair
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Memorial
Union. For more information,
contact Carole LeClair on
FirstClass or at 581-1783.

Book signing
Renaissance performance
Michael McCauley, Author
of "NPR, The Trials and
Triumphs of National Public
Radio," 11:30 a.m.-I p.m. For
more information contact Holly
Williams on FirstClass or at
581-1700.
Medical school talk
How to get into and pay for
medical school. 3-4 p.m.,free of
charge in Donald P. Corbett
Building. For more information
contact Carole LeClair on
FirstClass or at 581-1783.
Hubble Vision 2
Planitarium show, Wingate
Hall Planitarium, 7 p.m., admission fee. For more information
contact Alan Davenport on
FirstClass or at 581-1341.

4-5 p.m. at Bookstore with
CDs available. For more information, contact Holly Williams
on First Class or at 581-1700.
Submitting information
Submissionsfor The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
arefree, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Riley Donovan or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus Office, located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all pertinent
information regarding your
event. Deadlinesfor submissions are 9 a.m. Sundayfor
Monday publication and 9 a.m.
Wednesdayfor Thursday publication. First priority will be
given to events that directly'
affect university students.
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With the exception of new members to the University of Maine family,everyone has probably noticed the
redesign of the MaineCard. The
MaineCand serves as identification
for students, faculty, and staff. It is
also used to access meal plans and
funds, and, for those living on campus, a swipe key to residence halls.
The university has a deadline to
replace all old cards by the end of the
2005 fall semester. But what many do
not know about the efforts to recard
the campus is there is more to the new
card than just appearance. Anyone
returning to the university may
already be aware of some of the
changes, but are not clear on certain
things. One confusion is the terminology changes. Black Bear Bucks can
be put on the MaineCard by students,
commuters, or parents and are then
treated as a sort of on-campus debit
card. Formerly refened to as campus
funds, Black Bear Bucks can be used
at the bookstore, MaineBound,Fogler
Library copiers and to purchase food
beyond meal plan money,either in the
Union or at dining commons.
Also a new term in the UMaine
dictionary is the Black Bear One program. It has replaced the Maine Offcampus Merchants, or MOM, progam,which was the system used for
ordering food offcampus.Black Bear
One includes all of the old vendors,
along with a few new ones,and is still
expanding. One difference in this
program is it is growing to include
services other than just food, such as
Tim's Little Big Store in Old Town,
and
Carey's Market and

Maine Christian Association
Wilson Center
67 College Ave

Timoth Sylvia
Campus Minister
207-299-6250

Contemporary Worst
Live Music
Sundays 6:00p

Dinner and Dialogue
Free Community Meal
Thursdays 6:00pm

A Walk in the Woods
Wednesdays 6:30am

Bible Study
Morning Prayer

Laundromat The good news to commuters is the program is no longer
just for on-campus residents.
Students off campus are invited to
take advantage of Black Bear One.
Perhaps the best news of all is the
elimination of the 20 percent surcharge fee that was added to purchases when participating in the MOM
program.
With all of the positive changes,it
is a sure bet that participating businesses will be reaping the benefits

"It's good because you
don't have a lot of
drunk kids coming in
and messing up
your dorm."
Molly Olsen,
senior
too. Negotiatigns are in progress with
some surrounding restaurants, even
as far as Bangor.
"The I's aren't dotted and the T's
aren't crossed, but we're really working on it," said Dawn Aubrey, director of Dining Services.
In past years, the MaineCard
allowed access for all resident students to enter any dorm on campus.
Anyone living on campus could use
their card for open access to each hall,
with the exception of night and early
morning hours. This year, they have
restricted the card to allow aritess
only to a resident's own building.

Benny Veenhof, director of
Computer and Technical Services at
UMaine, saw this as a solution to
many dorm issues when he was drafting changes for the new MaineCand
last spring. By restricting access to
dorm buildings,the hope is that dorm
damage will decrease. Each dorm is
allotted a certain amount of money to
pay for damages each month. If the
money runs out, it is then the residents' responsibility to pay damage
fees. However, on many occasions,
those involved in dorm damage are
not residents ofthe dorm in violation.
Restrictions on access to dorms will
help prevent unfair penalties.
Molly Olsen, a senior who has
lived on campus since the start, thinks
the changes have their positives and
negatives.
"It's good because you don't have
a lot of drunk kids coming in and
messing up your dorm," Olsen said.
"But it's too bad I can'tjust show up
at my cousin's or my friend's rooms
and surprise them."
Veenhof thinks the positive security changes outnumber this small
inconvenience.
"They can still go visit their
friends, someone just has to let them
in. There are phones at the entrances
to call up to rooms," said Veenhof.
A major initiative taken was to
remove the association ofsocial security numbers from the MaineCard.
There is now a 16-digit ISO code
found on the card, which can be used
in place of MaineCard user's social
security numbers, hi past years, the
MOM program required it to order
food. With the new system,the much
more secure 16-digit ISO code is

used as identification.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
COURT
DISMISSED
— The
tennis
courts
behind
Bennet
Hall are
being torn
up to
make
room for
the dome
project
and will be
replaced
by new
ones
located in
the new
recreational
facility
to be
completed
in 2007.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY CORMAC OCALLANAIN

there. It really can be used for a
lot of different things."
When asked about how the
new facility compares to others in
From Page 1
the area, Kennedy said,"there are
Kevin. Due to Mahaney's gen- none in our conference that have
erosity, students' tuition will not anything like this."
be affected at all by the new facilMahaney donated approxiity.
mately $1 million dollars to build
"The generosity of the the dome-structured facility.
Mahaney's, I only see it as a pos"It's a wonderful day for the
itive thing," Kennedy said.
Mahaneys," Mahaney said. "It's
"It's more generous than you just a great thing for the universican imagine," said Steve Trimper, ty." The new facility has been
head coach of UMaine's baseball given the title "The Mahaney
team. "Kevin and Larry, they're Dome" and should be fully built
one of our biggest supporters by fall 2007. Mahaney has been a
here. You see what they've done longtime philanthropist and supover the years here, you see such porter of UMaine.

DOME

a passion that they have. That's

The structure will be 200 feet

important, the passion that they
bring. People can feed off of that
passion sometimes of how they
feel about the University of
Maine."
Kennedy is looking forward to
the impact the facility will have
on athletics and other university
events.
"Once it's up, we'll begin to
appreciate the utility and the general purpose nature that it will
have," he said."Intramural sports,
club events, even as I said a banquet next spring could be held in

by 200 feet and will stand about
55 feet high. The facility will be
used year-round, no matter the
weather. It will be used primarily
for the UMaine athletic teams to
practice- on, but Kennedy has
more than just that planned.
The structure will hopefully
give Black Bear student-athletes
an advantage over other teams in
the America East Conference.
The primary teams that will be
using the new Mahaney Dome are
the UMaine football, soccer,
baseball and softball teams.
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$25 million recreation and fitness
center project awaiting permit OK
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus

president for administration and finance. "Everything's
going extremely well."
During construction, there will be a Web cam proIt's been a busy summer for all involved with the viding updated pictures of the building's progress
design and construction ofthe $25 million campus recre- online, along with answers to frequently asked quesation and fitness center. After deciding on a contractor in tions, Charland said.
Though the exact size of the building changes with
the spring, all the hours of planning are finally coming
together, and, for those who have been working on the each newly revised design, it appears that the recreation
and fitness center will be around 100 square feet larger
project for years, the excitement can be felt in the air.
"Everyone's looking forward to
than the 85,000 square feet originalit," said Bill Charland, associate
ly planned, Scheele said. Among
executive director of Facilities
the numerous facilities encomManagement. "There's a lot of
passed in the center will be an
interest on campus for another place
indoor track, three basketball
for students to meet socially, and it
courts, a multiple activity court and
will be a good recruiting and retena fitness center three to four times
tion tool."
the size of the current Latti Fitness
Charland said a final design for
Center with new and improved
the building should be completed
equipment. Latti will continue to be
and made public by mid-October.
used by athletes for training purpos"We are about 75 percent
es, Charland said.
through the design process,"
After a student survey was conCharland said,"but there's still a lot
ducted to help decide what to
to do before you put a shovel into
include in the center and how many
the ground."
students would be willing to pay for
Construction of the building will
it, the new facility will cost $90 per
be done by Pizzagalli of South
semester for all full-time students,
Portland, which was hand-picked
and $50 per semester for all partout of submissions from 18 nationtime students, Waldron said.
allly ranked firms, Charland said.
The new recreation and fitness
Pizzagalli was chosen primarily for
center will also provide equipment
the excellent work they have done
rental for activities such as skiing
for the university in the past and for
and snowshoeing, said Guy
Guy deBrun
their experience with construction
deBrun, MaineBound coordinator.
Coordinator,
management when constructors
This will clear up a lot of space at
MaineBound
come into the project early in the
MaineBound and will provide
design phase to work closely with
equipment closer to trails.
everyone involved, Charland said.
DeBrun said he is really excited
Though some preliminary work is currently being about the completion of the facility, and hopes that
done on the site ofthe recreation and fitness center,con- there is enough money left over from construction to
struction cannot begin until the university receives all build an indoor challenge course and provide outdoor
required permits, Charland said. They have still not ice climbing, though these additions are not part of any
received a local building permit or a site location permit current designs. DeBrun said recreation centers are
from the Department of Environmental Protection. The now becoming the norm at universities across the
DEP has up to six months to issue the permit, but it usu- country, and he's pleased UMaine has followed the
ally does not take the whole time to finish the process, trend.
said Kenda Scheele, associate dean of students.
"Our current [recreation] facilities are not comCharland said the permit was sent in early September, petitive with universities of our size," deBrun said.
so construction should begin in November or December "There's no doubt it's worth the money. It's going
and will last 22 to 24 months.
to be a really awesome opportunity for our stu"We are right on schedule," said Janet Waldron, vice dents."

"Our current
[recreation]facilities
are not competitive
with universities
of our size. There's
no doubt it's worth
the money. It's
going to be a
really awesome
opportunityfor
students."

College of Education 8t
Human Development
Applications for Spring Semester Student
Teaching/Internships are now available
at the Student Teaching Office,
130 Shibles Hall
Application deadline is October 7 for
students ready to begin an internship in
the Spring 2006 Semester.
For further information, call
Pam Kimball at 581-2456
_ --....0411.011111000—
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Welcome
Class of 2005,
all of you
This year, the University of
Maine is seeing • its largest
first-year class in over a
decade and a 20 percent
increase in out-of-state enrollment. At the same time, the
university was able to maintain
its student-faculty ratio of 15
to 1. The Maine Campus editorial board would like to send
kudos to our administration for
encouraging our community to
grow both in population and in
diversity. A large freshman
class with a large out-of-state
population is a great benefit to
our university. First, it creates
a broader and more diversified
social experience, and second,
it generates more revenue for
the university, which has been
suffering from severe state cutbacks. Let us hope that with
growing numbers comes growing attention to student retention and satisfaction.

Next time
think ahead,
Orono
Earlier this month, the
incoming first-year class was
met with an unexpected and
unpleasant traffic jam on Main
Street in Orono as it flocked to
campus Sept. 1 and 2. The
delays were caused by construction and road repairs.
Sitting in traffic for nearly
an hour is hardly the "Maine
Hello" with which UMaine was
hoping to welcome its new students and returning upperclassmen. Orono knew UMaine's
students would be back that
weekend and had all summer to
conduct those repairs. What's
more is Labor Day weekend is
one of the busiest travel times
of the year, so it wasn't only
students who were disrupted
by the road work.
In the future, it would be
nice if Orono would do their
road maintenance during the
dog days of summer, when
thousands of people won't be
inconvenienced by their illconceived timing.

SOAP Box
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Don't Use
That Word
Is something
wrong with you?

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Nigga.
It is one of the more confusing words in the English language.
That is the only word that can
identify a friend or insult a culture. In this case, it's more than
just slang. It's more than just an
insult with a different ending. It's
about another word in this language that is just as confusing —
respect.
For most of you who are new
here, you may not have experienced it but the rest of us have.
Things are different at the
University of Maine. It is not like
Last week the Federal
that may be exactly what the high school where everyone has a
Emergency Management Agency
reporter is trying to accomplish. similar background. The univerasked the news media not to
The motivation for both bans is sity is the kind of place where
show any pictures of the 400the same: to soften the impact of diversity is an amazing thing and
plus victims of Hurricane
the real costs of these two unfor2 if you choose to embrace it, you
Katrina and its aftermath. After
tunate events.
might learn something that books
CNN threatened a lawsuit for
There is no law against show- cannot teach.
being kept away from the acciing a dead body in the news.
This is not the kind of lesson
OPINION EDITOR
dent scenes, FEMA announced
They have been showing them most people want to experience.
earlier this week that it will allow story of human loss and catastro- for a long time. If the motivation For as long as most students here
reporters to accompany rescue phe. Words alone do not have was to protect viewers from terri- can remember, one of the drawcrews as long as they don't inter- the same impact on the reader as ble images of death, the ban backs of eating at Stewart
fere. There was no word on words accompanied by pictures. wouldn't have come down from Commons is hearing that word.
whether they will allow the By taking away the visualization, FEMA;it would have come from No, not the one used to offend
media to show the bodies of the the impact of the story is muted. the Federal Communications every African-American but the
deceased.
This is an exact parallel to the Commision.
one that possibly offends everyMost people see this as an ban on showing flag-draped
It is unconstitutional to say one at this school.
issue of taste. Are reporters that coffins from the war in Iraq. The we can't show the bodies of a
If you have eaten at Stewart
ghoulish? Do they really want to motivation for this ban isn't specific disaster.
The First Commons then there is a good
drive up ratings by splashing respect for the dead or a courtesy Amendment requires that when chance you know what I mean.
photographs of the deceased over to the viewers. After all, these and where we use free speech be Not to name any groups in particthe front page? For the majority are flags wrapped around a consistent. The government is ular, but hearing "nigga this" and
of journalists, this is not their wooden box. The only kind of allowed to pick times and places "nigga that" gets repetitive real
motivation for wanting to show impact this would have on the
quick. As a black man, I know
pictures of the dead. This is a viewer is an emotional one, and
See BODIES on page 9
the meaning of that word. I know
when to use it, but more importantly I know when not to use it.
One such time not to use it is
in an open area. When most people are at the commons, it's to
eat,
relax and talk with friends.
Who is the guilty party?
response time.
few months. That's what he
However,
that word can change a
Soon, we will hear two difwant
you
If
to know who the does with Iraq.
place
of
relaxation
into a place of
ferent death totals from real incompetents are, there's
intimidation.
It
is
not
a secret that
Hurricane Katrina- the number an easy way to tell. They'll be
William C. Stosine
this
is
the
least
diverse
state in
of people killed by it and the the ones our president will be
Iowa City
America. So, to blurt it out every
number
killed
by
slow giving medals to over the next
See N-WORD on page 9
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Our rights are being threatened
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BODIES
From Page 8
where no speech can be
expressed, but it cannot ban
speech based on content. A good
example is that you can't hold a
protest on Interstate-95 because
it would block traffic and create
a lot of danger. This is a fair
restriction on speech. The government can't, however, stop a
protest against raising taxes
because they don't like the mes-

sage. Unless it's aimed to incite
violence, speech cannot be
gagged because of its content.
FEMA doesn't want the
American public to feel the full
impact of the tragedy caused by
their incompetence. It's easy to
mask this tactic by saying we
need to show respect. Don't be
fooled. If FEMA wanted to show
respect, it would have apologized for its incompetence
instead of thwarting the press.
Michael Hartwell is a senior
journalism major.

N-WORD

represents fear and ignorance.
Everyone is here for the
same
purpose; to learn.
From Page 8
Learning makes coming here
other second bothers everyone. It great. The things we seeand the
bothers that kid from Presque Isle words we read and hear can
who may not know anything shape our minds for a day and
about black people and only possibly the rest of our lives.
knows the culture by what he or With that said, who is to say
she watches on TV.
what this column can do. Do I
This has gone on long enough expect this column to bring
and the reason why no one says racial equality to this campus?
anything is simple: It comes No.
down to fear. Not the fear of a
The expectations remain to
person, but the fear that word be seen, but one thing that has
brings.
always been around us has been
For those thinking this is the obvious and sometimes, it is
infringement on free speech, it's the obvious that makes us oblivnot. It's just asking a favor. You ious to our surroundings.
ask your neighbor to borrow a
Ryan Clark is a senior jourmovie. I am asking my fellow nalism major with minors in
students to stop using a word that film and political science.

Write for The Maine Campus! The opinion and editorial section is always
looking for new writers. Send a FirstClass email to Michael Hartwell or stop by The Maine
Campus office in the basement of the Union
between the Bookstore and the Computer
Connection.
Articles should be between 500 and 600 words
and be sent in the body of an e-mail, not as an
attachment.

Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down

• Thumbs up/thumbs down lists
• Chocolate chip
• Hitchhiking
• Creamsicle flavor
• Action figures
•Paying for a cup of water
• Oatmeal raisin
• Gas prices
•Paying more for bottled water than the
already high gas prices
• Authority figures

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.
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Dining Service Has Failed Us
Don't even get me started. Ok,fine, I warned you ...
I pay Dining Services' 1500
bucks per semester to poison me
slowly. You do it too. Don't lie to
me. Don't lie to yourself; we're all
going to die. Well, maybe we're
not going to die, but we're certainly not tapping into the fountain of
youth here. Seriously. The dining
situation on campus this semester
is ridiculous. I feel like I'm in a
refugee camp every time I go to
dinner. Let's take a moment to
investigate this puzzling trend.
When you close the most popular dining commons on campus,
the beloved Stodder, and limit
delivery orders of the finer food
groups, pizza and Chinese, a bottleneck emerges. More students
vying for space in fewer places to
eat equals crowding. You'd think
that the university would try to
compensate for this, right?
Oh, please. Compensation is
for sissies. So the commons and
Memorial Union get more crowded than ever before. The Union
Marketplace always used to be
crowded at lunchtime. Now it's a
complete maelstrom of writhing
human flesh. There was a line at
Taco Bell today that almost
reached the Black Bear Grill. I like
Taco Bell more than most people,
but come on. When competition
for the last remaining table in York
Commons descends into a gladiatorial battle, you know something's
amiss.
Of course, the number of people staffing these places stays the
same. Its difficult enough to keep
a dining hall clean with the usual
crowd (and believe me, I know,

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
I've done my time). Toss on a multiplier, and things can only get
worse. The counters and floors
acquire a slurry of Black Death
sludge. The trashcans runneth
over. The salad bars are an
absolute mess. Since they closed
Stodder, where are the extra
employees?
Wait, I forgot.
They're probably repainting the
Dining Services vehicles with that
fancy new "Black Bear Dining"
logo. Please.

"Pudding plus shell
does not equal pie."

The other day I was unfortunate
enough to have dinner at Stewart
Commons. Actually, it doesn't
really matter whether I eat at
Stewart, York, Hilltop or the
Union. It's all the same. I've eaten
raw green beans in bile, cancerous
tofu nut-wads (a.k.a. "meatless
Swedish meatballs,") vegetablevomit and a half-dozen other

unmentionables my brain has mercifully erased from memory.
When are they going to learn
that food needs to be tasted as it's
being prepared? You can't just
throw two ingredients into a steaming pan and call it a stir-fry.
Pudding plus shell does not equal
pie. You need love. Love like your
mother used to give me when I visited her while you were asleep.
She makes the best green bean
casserole.
And what's with the prices in
the Union? Everything carries a
six-figure price tag and an organ
requirement. Five dollars for a pre
made salad. Six dollars for a "specialty" sandwich. Four dollars for
ham and cheese. What gives? Oh,
wait. I forgot that the price-gouging is justified because more students are forced to eat at the Union
now that they can't order pizza
every night with their dining funds.
Rather than making the Union
food cheaper or tastier to encourage higher sales, they strangled
delivery orders and forced us to eat
campus food. And no, I don't
appreciate the new "Black Bear
Bucks" plan. What a joke.
Seriously, Dining Services, hear
me out: We eat on campus not
because we want to, but because
we have to. That doesn't mean you
need to screw us. Cut us a break
and make things a little easier to
swallow. I don't want to file for
bankruptcy and be diagnosed with
colon cancer before I graduate.
Ian Marquis is a senior new
media major and an unwilling
bulemic.

Don't Let Yourself be Categorized
And don't do it to me either
Goth, punk, poser, emo,
things that would make a
jock, nerd, geek, gamer, fanatEuropean punch you out for?
ic. People are subjected to
The answer is dead simple.
these names on a day-to-day
The media is a force so twisted
basis. This country has a socieand powerful in this country
ty based on the labeling of onethat the very fibers that conself and others, as a means of
struct society rely upon it. If
classifying people and keeping
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS the media says that pink kilts
them secluded from the rest of
are in, people will be wearing
the social world.
only known
because
of these pink man-skirts in secGeeks stay in their rooms on American influences, where onds. If the media says that it's
their computers. Nerds study people are never really labeled OK to be called a geek, and it's
hard and only affiliate with anything other than "nice" and OK to be a geek, then people
other nerds and the occasional "not nice." Labeling is used as will inevitably take this as
geek. Jocks taunt and mock the a means of either insult or bare- gospel and let categorizing
nerds and geeks, While Goths faced truth, like saying some- become a daily routine.
stand to the side and glare at one is a homosexual or
I say it's not OK to be called
everybody for no good reason. Caucasian.
anything other than your own
The punks drink themselves
When I first embarked on name. It's not OK to stand by
into oblivion as they persecute my American high school expe- and think "yeah, I am." It's not
the hippies. Enough said.
rience about two years ago, one OK to think that, just because
Nobody can be themselves of the first things said to me something you do fits into a
anymore because one of their was that I was a geek because I certain category, you are that
personality traits invariably liked video games. I was kind of person. Labeling should
leads to a stereotype. I have appalled. Had I insulted this never be used unless to specifitried to be labeled as many person somehow? I turned to cally insult someone, and even
things as possible, having so far him angrily and said,"No,I am then it should be used wisely.
been called a geek, a nerd, a not a geek. Why would you say
I am in no way preaching
punk, a goth, a freak, a fan, a that?" He suddenly became political correctness, that peoheretic and many others that I very apologetic, telling me he ple should be called noncannot mention here. The unde- had meant no offense by calling demeaning things like "comniable truth is, however, that I me that. No offense? How is puter savant" instead of geek.
am none of these things. I am one supposed to stand by and I'm simply saying DON'T DO
simply Nick, and that's all I'll say "yeah, I am" whenever IT! It would benefit everyone
ever be.
someone calls them a name that because you never know who
The whole concept of label- is, at its base, offensive and you're talking to. Why, one
ing is a bit confusing to me demeaning?
How
can day, you could even cross me.
even now. I come from a coun- Americans possibly enjoy callNick Havas is a freshman
try where the word "geek" is ing themselves and each other journalism major

Couldn't crash the

•
Renaissance
4 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 18
Bookstore
free
Cadenzato Faculty
Ensemble
7:30 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 17
Minsky Recital Hall
$6; Free with MaineCard

• Get on the fast track
with NASCAR Total
Team Control. Page 13
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Travis Cowing entertains a large
crowd at Ushuaia on Friday night
with his style of comedy.

Cowing
milks

Melissa Manchester
8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 16
Maine Center for the Arts

audience
during

Badfish
7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 17
State Theater, Portland
$12 in advance;
$15 at the door

first
taped

ART

appearemce

"Truthtellers: Americans who
Tell the Truth"
Robert Shefferly, artist
5 p.m.
Opens Friday, Sept. 16
through Oct. 28

and
proves

"Ansel Adams:
Celebration of Genius"
9 a.m. - 5 a.m.
Friday through Sunday
University of Maine
Museum of Art
Norumbega Hall, Bangor
$5; Free with MaineCard

himself

Hudson Museum Exhibit
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Friday through Sunday
Maine Center for the Arts
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ENTERTAINMENT
Hubble Vision2
7 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 16
Maynard F. Jordan
Planetarium
$3; Free with MaineCard

MOVIES
"The Longest Yard
7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 16
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
Free

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50 cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grile
Half price entrees
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Pattie Barry on FirstClass.

By Joel Crabtree
Copy Editor
Travis "Bull" Cowing has gained a
reputation around the University of
Maine campus over the years through his
stand-up comedy routines. When he
recently performed on Friday, Sept. 9,
Cowing had to step up to the plate — not
only for his Ushuaia audience but also
for the filming of his first DVD. He had
no trouble dealing with the pressure.
Cowing's style of comedy is energetic, but not to the point of absurdity.
He takes it to the point where it's not
lowbrow humor by any means, but at
the same time has some shock value.
What helps the shock value is his wide
range of topics, consisting of Cowing
riffing on anything from outlandish
childhood stories to excrement in the
fry machine at McDonalds. There is a
certain amount of appreciation and
respect that a man earns by connecting
topics like these. Not only did Cowing
connect them, he brought them together
in a way that made sense and was funny
as hell.
Cowing had a commanding stage
presence, and seemed to have control of
his audience at all times. He knew what
to say and when to say it; his timing was
remarkable.
Cowing's life stories were absolutely
hilarious, mainly focusing on his obesity

as a kid and crazy happenings with his
family. There was a lot more honesty in
Cowing's jokes than with most comedians. His childhood stories made him
more relatable for his audience than
average comedians.

"What helps the shock
value is his wide range of
topics ... fron some
outlandish childhood
stories to excrement in
thefru machine at
McDoluilds."
He also displayed a unique ability to
make pop culture reference subtly. He
threw in several references to professional wrestling, which really stuck out
for current or former wrestling fans.
Cowing's performance was incredibly
funny, and the DVD should be one to
check out when it is released.

Two other comedians performed
before Cowing took the stage: Dan
Frederickson and Ryan Waning.
Waning's style of comedy was very
similar to Cowing's and his performance served as a good companion
piece. Waning discussed the difficulties of moving in with a girlfriend or
getting married, and the ensuing
changes to the the reading material in
the bathroom Much like Cowing, he
had good stage presence and knew
how to control the audience. He
seemed to know what would work, and
overall had a very funny routine.
Frederickson though, had a different
approach to comedy. His brand of
humor was a little less aggressive, but
still managed to be really funny. Much
like Cowing, Frederickson focused on
his family. His primary anecdote that his
routine came back around to several
times was his Dad's ever-increasing
problem with memory loss.
Frederickson, unlike Cowing or
Waning, went off on tangents that made
absolutely no sense. At one point in his
routine, he mentioned chasing a horse
through the woods. Although the joke
made very little sense, it was executed
See COWING on Page 16
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UAlaine and

Orono

AMPUS
This set includes:
Instructions to transportation, the
commons, parking, administration,
public safety and night life
One full game board
Six game pieces ...

Learning the game
Once, a player has picked the
customary character, the next step
is to adjust to the rules, or more
importantly, the people laying
Welcome to the game.
down the rules. This is the tough
Or as my mom likes to call it: part, a lot of players with tons of
college life.
potential have stumbled here.
Yeah, those elder folks love to Without the right advice or tack, a
give it a glossy description but bro- student can squander his or her
ken down it's the largest and the chances of beating the game propmost simple game around. Just take erly. So from one who has taken his
a step back and look. The goal is share of lumps along the way, here
nice and defined, it has its own set is my advice when dealing with
of rules, a host of characters to those larger than life administration
interact with, and of course, every figures. Or worst, professors.
now and then one may have to pick
First off, dear old President
up a chance card and try their luck. Robert Kennedy, UMaine's own
So where do you begin?
personal Dumbledore. In Kennedy,
That's easy enough. You start you have an overseer that in the end
off just like in Monopoly. You pick is looking out for your best interest.
you're character. Choose carefully, Although he works from a distance,
you're going to be stuck with that he sees all. So don't set him off,
choice for four years or for some of because like any good wizard, he
you more like five and half. But the can pop. Just go to his office hours.
choices are endless. There is, like While this pasty junior has yet to do
one would suspect, the popular so, it couldn't hurt. Plus if he actuchoices. The football jock, the ally remembers your face, you are
hockey stud and the energetic Frat golden. Who wouldn't want a conboy. For the ladies, there's the sexy fidant in the president?
senior, the cute book nerd and my
The next logical step is to take a
personal favorite, the physically fit walk over to your college or the
former athlete. However, that's not department your majoring in.
all. There are the lesser known roles Better get use to those faces. They
or the ones that avoid the spotlight. will be part of this game for the
The IT-help geek or the Stewart next four years. Chatting with your
commons burger boy. Don't forget adviser can't hurt. He or she will
the best role of all, the charming, put you on the right path to gradushort, hobbit-like, Editor in Chief.
ating with the best experience.
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief

Along the way,they could also line
you up with an internship that is
vital to your degree. Get use to the
advisers. They are the good guys in
this game called college.
Lastly and most importantly, the
professors. No one will ever pretend to know this group of characters. The best a player can do is get
lucky now and then and have a
good scouting report. For that,
upperclassmen always suggest
using ratemyprofessors.com, an
easy website that charts ratings on
professors. Another good bet is to
ask a senior or junior about a
department. Usually around the
third or fourth year, students know
the field. Here are some quick tips:
Take an anthropology course with
Paul Roscoe, avoid the geology
department like the plague, pick the
kindest language teacher and partake in a semester with Math 101's
legendary Pogo. Now, of course
you have to learn your own department but that comes with time. Just
remember, you are going to have a
professor that you don't like. That's
a given. But that doesn't mean you
won't strike gold more then a few
times.
Now,obviously there are another whole set of characters to meet,
like the super friendly marketplace
lady or the quiet Liberian. Those
meetings come with time and you
got plenty of that.
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Commonsense
By Michael Hartwell
Opinion Editor
There has never been a student
who hasn't been disappointed at least
once with the menu at the dining commons. It doesn't mean that they're a
picky eater,or that something's wrung
with the food. Taste is just a tricky
beast to tame.Fortunately,if you don't
mind applying a litde craftsmanship,
you should be able to whip together a
decent mealfrom the food available at
the commons.
If you're in the mood for
something light, find your way
to a conveyer-belt pizza oven
that you can use, like the one in
York Commons. Grab some
bread by the toaster and a few
strips of bacon from the makeyour-own-pizza toppings. Lay
the bacon across the bread and
toss them about halfway into
the oven. While this cooks help
yourself to some mayonnaise,
lettuce and tomatoes from the
hamburger department. Voila,

you now have a tasty BLT.
Grilled cheese sandwiches
always hit the spot. That is, if
they're cooked to a golden brown.If
yours isn't, politely ask the grill
attendant to cook it a little more. If
it's already a golden brown, slip a
chicken burger or some ham inside
it. You can also cut it into cubes and
drop them into a bowl of soup.
If you want something simpler,
try a cool root beer float. If you want
to have the best sundae possible,
microwave your hot fudge or
caramel sauce in a little plastic bowl
before pouring it over ice cream.
Although not for everyone, equal
amounts of chocolate pudding and
cottage cheese stir together for a
unique dessert. Everyone's taste is
different, so try combining different
foods you like and note what works.
Remember, the commons are
now open weekdays from 7 a.m. to
8 p.m. and on weekends from 10
a.m. to 8 p.m., so now you have
more time then ever before to get a
good bite.
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I get around
By Riley Donovan
Assistant News Editor
Transportation on campus can be tricky. There are
plenty of ways to travel to and from campus, many of
which are unknown to students. There are even more
ways to get from place to place on the campus itself,
many of which are not used. The tricky part is learning
where to pick up the bus,or how to fmd a taxi during the
cold months of the Orono winter.
For transportation to Bangor, Old Town, and Orono
students usually prefer car pooling with friends.
Although, with gas prices at record highs,there is an easier way to get to Bangor or Orono,to go shopping or'see
a movie: take the BAT — Bangor Area Transit — a bus
line that runs the route that the old, Old Town to Bangor
Trolley used to run in the early part of the 20th century.
The good thing about the BAT is it is free with a Maine
Card.
The most popular form of travel around the greater
Bangor area is the Old Town Taxi Service, which,on any
given Saturday night during the school year,does enough
business to rival the production of a New York City Cab
service. It is the most convenient way to get back to campus late at night after a long night of Coca-Cola drinking
at some house on French Island or in the residential area
of Orono.
Finally there is the "Late Night Local," run by Alpha

Phi Omega to assist people who are drunk off their ass in
their evening travels back to their dorm. Many people call
this service the"Drunk Bus," but the "I ate Night Local,"
title gives the campus more of a softer feel.
Although these three forms of transportation are pretty basic,students who wish to be people of adventure can
always canoe or kayak down the Penobscot River to
downtown Bangor.
Turning to travel on campus,there are essentially two
ways: walking and biking. Some people, mostly female
Asian students with glasses, ride green bicycles.
Everyone else walks. But to the surprise of many new
students, there is actually a third way of getting around
campus: the underground subway system. The subway
system is not very popular because it smells and can be
costly, but when it's cold and a student neprls to get from
Fogler Library to the Memorial Gymnasium,or to a dorm
on the Hilltop, than it can be the best way to go.
Students can get information about the local bus,taxi,
and rail service at the information desk on the first floor
of the Memorial Union. Student body President Kate
O'Brien is also working on getting a Gondola which
would run up to the top of Hilltop, the highest point in
Orono.
While O'Brien maintains that a Gondola is still
months away, she is quick to point out other means of
travel to the top of Hilltop, which she says include hot air
balloon and helicopter.

I like the night life, baby

Parking maneuvers

By Pattie Barry
Style Editor
While you're out on the board,
make sure to hit some of the
hotspots: Old No. 10, Ushuaia's,
and, of course, the Maine Center
for the Arts. If your idea of a roaring nightlife includes lounging in
front of the game, with a sweaty
can of coke and a bag of nacho
cheese dusting the couch, you definitely will feel at home here at the
University of Maine. However, if
you need a little more interaction
than your TV set on a Friday night,
never fear! It's true —things tO do
and places to see are never sparse
on this circuit.
If you're in the mood for something academic and classy, march
over to the MCA and scope out
your two free student tickets, available to every student at the beginning of each semester. If your vibe

is local music, Tuesday nights you
can catch Java Jive in Memorial
Union, and Thursday night the
By Randy Cummings
lots around campus, trust in the fact
Frequency. Tired of the campus
Production Manager
that they do not coincide with your
scene? Head over to some of
parking pass color; Ever.
Orono and Old Town's local bars
In order to successfully maneuver
Try to fend off sudden and freand clubs — Old No. 10, around
campus and the game, play- quent color blindness. It seems to be
Ushuaia's, Bear Brew and Soma ers must
follow the rules of parking. contagious around campus. Most
36,to name a few — and kick back
Remember, a poor parker, is a poor cases ofthe outbreak can be traced to
a couple and chill out to decent
student. Avoiding fines can be a light blue decals looking strikingly
music with your buddies. If drink- breeze with
help from this trusty similar to large black signs in broad
ing isn't your thing, you can now guide.
daylight
use your Black Bear Bucks at the
First of all, players must shell out
No instruction manual would be
local pizza joints, such as Pat's — a a $50
in exchange for a piece of complete without the golden rule.
campus favorite — Lissus, Orono paper
that has a color code on it. Take For the average player this rule needs
House of Pizza, and Brother's. On note
of the color provided on your no explanation. For those of you
a night out with your honey, head to
parking pass, it will denote where newbies,
continue
reading.
the Chocolate Grill or Margarita's you
will be allowed to park. After Remember to stick to the procedures
and then spin over to Spotlight memorizing
your color, feel free to mapped out on the back of your
Cinemas.
drive around aimlessly looking for a parking pass.This will help save you
While you're rolling around parking
spot that matchs that color. from expensive parking fines. These
town, make sure to stick to the rules Do
not be fooled by all the vacant guidelines are not for the veteran
or public safety will nab you! And,
as we all can imagine, a night in
lockup is not a night out at all.

parkers. After all, they work on campus. Do not attempt to reenact the
parking maneuvers used by the
UMaine public safety officers,
ground's crew, or meter maids.
These rebels of the road find it necessary to park on grass and sidewalks
or wherever they can easily get in the
way of everyday foot traffic.
With that being said, choosing to
ignore the parking advice in this
manual will result in several courses
of action. Punishments come in the
form of little white pieces of paper
stuck to your windshield, a piggy
back ride for your token from
Sullivans,or the ever popular six foot
mound of snow where your vehicle
is supposed to be. You've been
warned.

Bad boys, whatcha gonna do?
By Andrew Knapp
News Editor
It wasn't me.
Reggae sensation Shaggy basically had it right. When you don't know
what to do,just say it wasn't you.
Alright?
For the first-year students out
there, the No. 1 rule of thumb for
deflecting blame when grilled by
University of Maine Public Safety is
to deny everything.
"You saw me doing what officer?
"Doing doughnuts on the mall?
"No officer. That's the path people
made from walking on the grass, not
my tires.
"It doesn't matter that the path is
in a circle. They were probably freshman and didn't know where their
next class was."
That's an experienced 10th-year
senior speaking right there. That
account also explains why he's a
10th-year senior.
In all seriousness, some tips for
avoiding "Judi," or Judicial Affairs,
anll being the perfect collegiate angel
ard as follows:
Check your lead foot at the door
ofpur car. For the first time, I lived
A-1114 &AA

Ari 1,41

-I ilitria

in Orono over the summer and was
caught speeding twice in four days.
So,follow the speed limit. Don't plan
on going any more than 25 around
campus, Orono and Old Town. And
don't even think about driving
through Vea7ie. Of course,I only got
a warning each time I saw blue lights
flashing from behind because I said,
"It wasn't me." How bizarre.
Leave your Seagrams inside.
Don't be drinking in public. And of
course, if you're under age, don't be
drinking at all. It leads to sneaking at
Red Sox rallies, then your dairy air
being featured on the front page of
this newspaper the next day.
Don't travel in "shmobs." This is
a little-known term for freshman
mobs. It will draw attention. And
cops like that — attention, that is, not
freshman mobs.
Wear your running shoes. Hey
sexy lady — just continuing with the
Shaggy theme — those high-healed
clogs aren't going to help you much.
Cops around here eat low-cal doughnuts. So be daring. Bum off those
commons SOS meals as you're running. Combine that Vera Wang dress
with your Pumas. It's stylish and hot.
That's it. Boom shakalaka.
46.tatt<

At University Credit Union, we want your vehicle loan and
we are PAYING CASH for it. If you have your vehicle
loan at another financial institution or looking to purchase
a new vehicle drive your loan over to UCU.

$100
$200
$300

$5,000-10,000
$10,001-20,000
$20,001 & above

Contact UCU for more information on rates, terms, and eligibility requirements.
In-house refinancing not eligible. Limited time offer.
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Living large on a little Nascar 06 reinstates the draft
By Erin McNamara
Copy editor

bed. The lamps are probably
metal or plastic. If you're still
looking for a lamp, get a table
Want to make it look like you lamp, not a desk lamp. They're
have a ton of money when you cuter and more appealing in
really work at the Taco Bell in general. When buying one, look
the Union? Want to feel like for something antiqued or with
you're living in the lap of luxu- decorative details, like a twisted
ry, but in fact you live in metal base. If you can't find a
Hancock Hall? It would be awe- decorative shade for less than
some to go to Pier 1 Imports $15, try making one. There are
and just buy decorations, but tons of books and magazines on
you're on a college budget, beading at JoAnn Fabrics and
headed to WalMart and Target A.C. Moore, as well as all the
more often than not. That means supplies you'll need to actually
lots of clear plastic storage bins do it. Just get a plain lampshade
and store-brand comforters in and jazz it up with a cute beadhokey prints.
Just because ed fringe, or beadwork on the
you work at a fast food joint shade itself. For something simand shop at a big-box chain pler, glue rickrack, fuzzy trim,
store doesn't mean your room or fringe along the bottom of the
or apartment has to look that lampshade, or take a razor blade
way. If you're at all crafty, or and cut designs right into the
even just plain old creative, it's shade. You can do these things
easy to come home to a luxuri- to your existing lampshade, or if
ously outfitted room aftez work, the shade that came with the
and to impress your friends lamp is kind of ugly, buy a new
when they come over for pizza. one for about $6 or $8 and
The easiest way to dress up a improve yourself.
Now that you know how to
room is the same way you dress
up yourself — with accessories. start making even a dorm room
But don't go to Claire's to get look inviting on a less-than-lux"jewelry" for your room, unless urious budget, take off with
you really want it to look like a your own ideas. Figure out what
15-year-old lives with you. You you want your room to look
can still shop at WalMart and like, and instead of looking for
Target: You just have to know the items you want at a store,
what to get. Beaded things think "how can I take somemake it look like you have a lot thing basic and make it look
of spare cash and decorating sexy?" You'll probably come up
savvy, but you only need the with a ton of good ideas I
haven't even mentioned! If you
latter to make this work.
Once you've gotten your come up with something particroom basics together; the colors ularly awesome and affordable,
and theme or whatever you do to let me know. I'm broke too,
it. take a look at your lamps and y'know.

NEXTEL Cup Series, like Dale NEXTEL Cup Series, you've got
Earnhardt
Inc,
Hendrick access to some really great sponVIDEO
Motorsports, Petty Enterprises sors like "Food Lion" — the
and Roush Racing, all with their Hannaford's of the South — and
GAME
own
true-to-life drivers.
"Coca Cola." Sponsorships don't
REVIEW
As with last year, you can do much other than giving your
upgrade your cars — all cars on team some extra income after a
the team, not just yours, their pit race.
By Matt Desmond
crews, and the team administraRacing is pretty much the same
Usually on a Sunday afternoon, tion, which really doesn't seem to as it was in last year's edition, but
if I gotta take a nap, I watch have much of an effect on game there are a few additions, which
NASCAR. Don't get me wrong, play. As always, you can cus- I'll get into in a moment. To
it's not boring, but it is lulling tomize your car colors, decals and accelerate, you press and hold the
after a while.
Thankfully numbers, and secure sponsor- right trigger, steering is controlled
NASCAR 06: Total Team Control ships. Unfortunately though, it by the left analog stick, or the
isn't as lulling as the real deal.
seems that the sponsorships are thumb pad. To activate "The
While the majority of things locked up for each team. For Intimidator" feature, you press B,
haven't changed much from last example, in the Whelen Series, and to "Share Draft," you press A.
year's edition, there are many some teams have some no-name As with last year, if you keep
changes for this version. Some of sponsorships you can secure like intimidating drivers out on the
the are good, some of them are "Joe's Lawn Care Service." As track, you'll not only earn yournot. As the title suggests, one of you progress to the Craftsman self a reputation as a NASCAR
the biggest aspects of the game is Trucks Series you can secure Villain, but you'll also piss off a
working as part of a team. Of sponsors like "Auto Zone" or lot of drivers, which can lead to
course, when they say "total team "Advanced Auto Parts." Once some confrontations out in the
control," they mean it. You can you get in the Busch Series, you garage after the race, which in turn
either be hired by a team, or you have access to some better spon- we'll lead to a showdown race
can buy them. All of the big sors like "NBC Sports" and with the driver later on during the
names in auto racing are there, "Sunoco." Once you're in the
See NASCAR on Page 17
including the big names in the

Laurel Brauns serenades Java Jive
By Abbey Greslick
For The Maine Campus
ast Tuesday, Laurel Brauns performed a solo acoustic set as part of
the Java Jive series. The New
Hampshire native played songs from
and
her
CDs "Periphery"
"Swimming," along with yet-to-be

released songs and covers.
Her 13 years of experience with
the guitar was evident as she
strummed and travis picked on her
Taylor 812CE. Brauns won her
"dream guitar" in a raffle, but started
playing guitar at age 14 on her dad's
guitar, which she pulled out of their
basement. At that time, that she listened to The Beatles and Bob Dylan.

As her cover songs at Java Jive
showed; however, her current musical influences fall more along the
lines of Modest Mouse,Built to Spill
and Iron and Wme. She noted with a
smile that she isn't compared to these
bands just because she's a girl.
Brauns' performance provided a
See JAVA JIVE on Page 17
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Thinking outside of borders

CAMPUS PHOTO BY NATHEN STEVENS

Jeff Snyder, a local artist, interacts with Tyler McPhee's "We Need To Talk...". This was one
of many new media installations featured in "Without Borders 2005: An Art Exhibition" at
last Thursday's event opening in downtown Bangor.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP

Travis Cowing impersonates a girl wearing a guys t-shirt to
bed, one of the many topics he poked fun at during his
comedy show on friday at Ushuaia.
Cowing's or Waning's. He also
gave a more unrealistic and surreal
yarn about his life stories, which
worked
quite
well
for
From Page 10
Frederickson.
On the whole,the stand-up perquite well. He pulled it off, but this
is also where he had a tendency to formances at Ushuaia on Friday
lose a lot of his audience. were hilarious. These are three
Frederickson's style of comedy comedians well worth checking
was slightly less in-your-face than out when the opportunity arises.

Sizzlin'summer flicks you missed COWING
MOVIE
REVIEW

By Kal Dauphinee
It seems to me that lately movies
are blind dates gone bad. You show
up on time, shell out more of your
hard-earned money than you'd like
and by the end of the evening more
often than not you're wishing you'd
stayed home with a six pack and a
rental from Blockbuster. A good
movie,like a good date, leaves you
willing to shell out more dough just
for the chance to spend repeat qual-

ity time in the presence of some- Batman existed in the real world?"
thing that doesn't insult your intelli- and by doing so, he brought the
gence. That said, scattered among Batman franchise out of the realm
this cinematically underwhelming ofcomic book movies and created a
summer there were three movies respectable human drama in the
which shone.
process.
My second top choice for the
The top spot goes to "Batman
Begins." More than a movie, summer is "Mr. and Mrs. Smith."
"Batman" qualifies as a film. Another movie that broke the mold
Director Christopher Nolan, along of the generic action flick, writer
with David S. Goyer's killer script, Simon Kinbergin generously spun
managed to create something origi- a story about two political assassins
nal out of something that had been into a metaphor for a contemporary
done to death. Up until this point, marriage. Brad Pitt and Angelina
the transformation of Bruce Wayne Jolie both played up the tension to
to Batman hadn't been touched and have a character of its own. I was
Christian Bale not only delivered amazed that 20th Century Fox actubut brought audiences to the point ally gave director Doug Liman, of
that for the first time we actually "Swingers" and "The Bourne
care about the internal conflict of Identity," room to develop characthe character. Nolan took a chance
See MOVIES on Page 13
in asking,"What would it be like if

e josktia Tree(12 I npute band

The only place on campus
that you can shoot a
canon.

Jealous?
Steven Knapp
Photo Editor
581-3059

Bring your friends for a time to remember listening to famous
U2 music played by New England's famous Joshua Tree Band!
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NASCAR
From Page 15
week. If you Share Draft, not only
will you build some alliances with
drivers, but you'll also be guaranteed a spot in the Top 5 or 10, and
earn a reputation as a NASCAR
Hero.
Added this year is the team
control feature. You can do one of
four things, you can have a teammate follow you, work with you,
block other cars, or if you get
knocked out of the race, you can
take control of their car. You can
control up to 4 different teammates, with a total of 5 cars to a
team. Another feature added for
racing this year is "bump drafting." Bump drafting is when you
get up behind another car, and
touch fenders, pushing their car
around the track, which can
increase your speed. It's a good
feature, but unfortunately, I've
found that even by decelerating, 9
times out of ten you put the other
car into the wall, which causes
them to become angry.
Some complaints that I do have
this year are some of the same complaints that I had last year, in that
the damage is just not as realistic as
it could be. There are times I've
seen cars go head first into the wall

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS

SOULFUL CHANTEUSE — Laurel Brauns serenades the lucky
few in attendance at Tuesday night's Java Jive in the Union.
"Glass Shoes," "Saturday Night,"
and the restaurant song. "Glass
Shoes" is an upbeat jazz song; a
departure from the folksy/indie rock
From Page 15
style'That threads the rest of the set
together. "Saturday Night" made the
relaxed the audience with rich vocals audience wish it was the weekend
complemented by consistently already. Its lyrics are very titlestrong guitar. The detail and a depth appropriate;"It's Saturday night, and
that suggested a history behind each I'm here/Waiting for myselfto disapsong. Because of this, many of her pear/And if I arrive I assure you/I'll
songs sound straight off of a movie be drunk and high/Wasting my time
soundtrack. In fact,four of her songs again." Her song about the restauare featured in the film "Dangerous rant she waitresses at durring the
Crosswinds," by Back Lot Films.
summer, which will be on her next
The tone ranged from angry and album, went over well. The best
gothic to optimistic. The set started lyrics of that song:"Cause the manoff with slow,edgy and temperamen- ager was high on oxycontin." Ifonly
tal songs. Just past half-way through that could explain every workday
the show,the songs began to pick up. gone wrong.
Some highlights were the songs
Brauns took time to say a little

JAVA JIVE

Family and Friends are Always Welcome
at The University Bookstore!

.00pm
- Book Signing -

MICHAEL
McCAULEY
Author of: "NPR: The Trials and
Triumphs of National Public Radio"

L 1

MOVIES
From Page 16
ters that were not just there to carry
out ridiculous action sequences,
Notably, the dialogue continued
through the action — most action
films, on average, contain action
sequences of 15 to 20 minutes in
length without a single stitch of dialog. "The Smiths," however, were
given character development in the
midst ofsome pretty sweet automotive choreography. Whether or not
you bought into the whole tabloid
angle of Pitt and Jolie's relationship,no one can deny the chemistry
between the two that was apparent
onscreen. My respects to Ms.

Behind -432
Lap Time 13.977

COURTESY PHOTO TEAMBOX.COM

HAULING ASPHALT — Manage a team, customize your car
and secure sponsorships in EA Sports' new game.
and come out without a scratch, Ford Taurus or a Chevy Monte •
there are other times I've seen cars Carlo. I know it's only a minor
go into the wall and become gripe, but,some people like to think
totaled. The same goes for acci- that they have some sort of choice
dents with other cars,I've seen cars in these matters.
All of the NASCAR tracks are
spin out in heavy traffic and get hit
without so much as a dent, and of there, and so are all of the races,
course I've seen cars get complete- even the new ones like the Batman
ly wrecked. Hopefully next year Begins 400. All the drivers are
the damage models can be fixed. there, all the teams are there.
Also, this year you can no longer Overall, if you're a fan of the racpick the model car you want to use, ing genre games, or if you're a big
so if you buy a team and they use NASCAR fan, you'll enjoy
the Dodge Charger, you can't get a NASCAR 06 Total Team Control.
Aniston, but I doubt that even she into the role of the romantic than I
could toss a glass of tequila into a would have liked to see him venfire with quite so much spine tin- ture, Vaughn effortlessly balances
him. As far as comedy goes
gling allure as Jolie.
For my third pick, I had to go "Wedding Crashers" will wind up
with a comedy that has to be the above "Old School" on my DVD
most fun two-hour period I've rack.
With films coming this winter
spent in the dark. If Mr. and Mrs.
Smith was a metaphor for marriage, like Joss Weadon's "Serenity,"
"Wedding Crashers" provided a Peter Jackson's "King Kong" and
backstage pass. You walk a very the long overdue big screen version
fme line with a movie about two of"The Chronicles of Narnia," I'm
guys who have basically fine tuned thinking there could be a few reathe art of getting laid, but you also sons to begin cinematically blind
catch the radar of moviegoers look- dating again. However, let's all
ing for anything different. Owen remember that when picking a
Wilson and Vince Vaughn's charac- movie to spend the evening with
ters were no doubt scum, but they it's always wise to play it safe —
nonetheless they managed to make you don't know where half these
their characters lovable. While at films have been! It is Hollywood,
times Owen Wilson moves further after all.

Orono
Community
Church
Relaxed, Relevant, and Relational

All events are free to the public.
For more information, call 581-1700.

September 17, 2005
4:00pm - 4:30pm
UMaine's Premier Female A Cappella Group!

RENAISSANCE

A local church, focused on the Orono Community and
students at the University of Maine. Come join us!

10a.m.- Keith Anderson Building
next to the Post Office in Orono

Performing LIVE at The University Bookstore!
Renaissance CD's will be
available for sale before and
after the performance.
UMW THE UNIVERSITY OF

MAINE
A Member tithe l)nitersily of Maine .S'ystem

office: 866-2605 or
email: Doug Palmeter on First Class

Horoscopes
By Madame Parker
Aries
March 21 to April 19
You have had a very busy
week. It's high time you slow
down. You deserve to spend
the next few days relaxing. It's
your turn to be pampered.
Taurus
April 20 to May 20
A dark storm cloud is on your
horizon. Board up the windows
and head for higher ground.
You'll make it through this in
one piece, but not without considerable damage.

by Michael Hartwell

The Adventures of Timmy the Brick

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
Your blunt comments will hurt
someone very close to you.
Think twice before opening
your mouth or you may lose a
friend.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Summer may be over, but your
careless ways don't need to be!
Soak up what is left of the sun
and enjoy yourself while you
can.

Birmingham 1963

Los Angeles 1992

LSI( 11(1111(111DED
AW MAN!I can't believe I've graduated!
I'm moving into my adulthood!
I'm becoming my own man!
I'm no longer a drone in
the public school system!

Leo
July 23 to Aug. 22
Someone very close to you
needs your advice but is too
afraid to ask. Show you are
paying attention by offering the
support. The favor will be
returned to you soon enough.

I'm going to have to clean
and pack up my room

...

STORY AND ART BY NATHANIEL WILEY

Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Remember the homeless man
you terrorized in high school?
You killed him. He'll be haunting you this week.

New Orleans 2005

,wed
On behalf of the Diversions
like to welcome the new stu wits.

http://pank-echidna.deviantart.com/

07 10. 2005

Make sure you fiip through and read all
The useful advice you'll find in this issue.
Well cover a few things even/I:me else
might have missed.

02005 nathaniel Wiley, all rights reserved

For example: some of The tallest toilets
on campus are in Neville Hall. You will
understand The importance of this in time.

Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
It's time to start counting those
calories. No more taking the
elevator. Get off your fat ass
and do something. Winter is
coming and it's only going to
get worse.
Scorpio
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
You will fall on your face this
week. Be sure to laugh at
yourself. Everyone else will
be.
Sagittarius
Nov. 22 to Dec.21
Stop being frugal with your
money. More will be coming
your way soon enough.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Don't stray far from the bathroom this weekend. You'll be
needing to make trips often.
Aquarius
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
It's time to move on. There's
something better waiting right
in front of you.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
You're about to be given an
offer you can't refuse. Refuse
it.

Thank God you're here! Quick! C.an
you tell me how to get blood stains
out of a carpet!?

THE

NE
AMPUS

Randy Cummings
Diversions
581-1267

Pour hydrogen peroxide over The
stain, and then sponge it with
cold water or club soda.
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A New Begining
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I'm a big fan of summer. The dwindling, I headed off to Oregon
weather's better, the workload is in search of the lucrative job promlighter, the parties last longer — it's ised there. After a quick stop at my
just a great time all around. Good parent's home to say hello, it was
thing it lasts forev
only a few days worth of driving
[Checks records. Looks at a cal- until I arrived in Portland, Ore. My
endar.]
friend greeted me enthusiastically
Ahh ... crap. It's over already. and ,the two of us started up what
Time to kick things off once again. promised to be a very good summer.
Finished as it may be, my summer wasn't without a great deal of
its own highlights, the most outstanding of which was a situation
that threatened to change my life
Rambling
forever, and not for the positive.
When classes ended in May, I Fool
loaded up the car and headed for the
freeway, not entirely sure where I
would be spending the bulk of the
By Benjamin Jarvela
next few months. There were several choices — Virginia, where my
Trouble began shortly thereafter.
fiancée was waiting with open arms,
but where housing was proving Thejob itself never appeared, as the
problematic. There was Minnesota, contract was waffled over, cut, cut
where my family had offered to let again, and filially slashed to the
me stay with them,albeit with some point where taking the job would
reservation. With nearly a decade , have meant both of us were working
having passed since I first left home, at a loss. What had seemed too good
going back for any extended period to be true had turned out to most
of time has always proved a bit definitely be so.
Compounding this was my relaawkward for all parties concerned.
In a town of roughly 2,500, the tionship with my fiancee. At the
employment opportunities, espe- time,I wasjust too thick headed and
cially temporary ones, are less than concerned with my own plans to
thrilling. Finally, an old friend of realize what I was doing. After
mine in Oregon had extended an spending the last nine months half
invitation for both housing and the country away, I was spending
employment with him, using our the next three with the entire councombined media experience to snag try between us. The three-hour time
a lucrative government contract for difference was proving intensely
the summer. The work promised to problematic and making all the little
be ridiculously easy, and the pay things we do to help the situation -ridiculously high. It seemed almost namely, phone calls -- virtually
tdo good to be true.
impossible. She had every reason to
Without question, the first stop be mad and every reason to doubt
was to Virginia. I hadn't seen my my commitment. What little comsignificant other since spring break. munication we had rapidly deterioI've spoken at length here about the rated to the point where a break-up
trials of a long-distance relationship, seemed almost inevitable. More
especially one in which past condi- than once, one or the other of us
tions have been much easier. I've would end a phone call prematurely
learned that life has a way of not to cut off what was the only logical
always taking the easy route and the thing that could happen next — endsituation and circumstances that sur- ing the relationship. Neither of us
round this are no different. The was too eager to throw away the last
reunion, like all the ones before it, several years we'd spent together,
was fantastic. No one expected any but alternatives were few and far
less. I stayed there for a couple of between.
weeks, soaking in as much of the
I was not happy. Virtually broke
experience as possible.
in a seeminglyjobless city and strugAt one point, we made a week- gling to keep my engagement from
end trip down to Virginia Beach. dissolving, I was stressed in a way I
We rented a hotel in the most hadn't been in a long time. I lay
tourist-heavy part of town and were awake more than one night wondercontent to play just that for the next ing how my life had turned so sour so
few days. Eat in the restaurants, buy quickly and struggled for a solution.
the cheap, crappy merchandise, and
It hit me one morning about
soak in the sun.I can think of worse. three weeks after I arrived in
The most significant moment of Portland. People wait their entire
the trip took place one evening after lives for the chance to make some
dinner. The sun had long since set dramatic, grand gesture to prove
and, having finished our meal, the they're capable ofresponding in trytwo of us decided to walk back to ing times.
the hotel along the beach. It was as
I had to go back.
ideal and romantic as I could possiIt was far from fool-proof.
bly imagine. At one point, we Besides being akin to financial suipassed a small portion of the beach cide, the trip was in no way guaranilluminated by a spotlight coming teed success. Vegas was laying
off the neighboring hotel. A large down 3-1 odds that things had
flock ofseagulls had gathered in the turned so sour between the two of us
area and, being such a heavily pop- that we'd simply break up shortly
ulated beach, were only slightly after I arrived -- and then I'd really
disturbed by our presence, as they be screwed.
contentedly ate whatever was
I made the trip from Portland,
rolling in on the gentle surf. I could- Ore., to just south of Washington,
n't have paid to set this scene up. D.C.,in three days.
The moment we spent there seemed
At this point, I should point out
to last a lifetime and I'll cherish the that it was only through the extreme
memory of it until the day I die.
benevolence of my parents and hers
Had I known how close it would that this was even something we
come to being the last of its kind, I could contemplate. The summer
would have done things very differ- was almost half over at this point
ently.
and I hadn't worked a day in more
A few days later, with money than two months. My parents, see-

ing the importance of what I was
undertaking, financed the trip back
across the country. Her parents
opened their doors — she was
already staying there for the summer and they agreed to let me stay
with her. This had been initially
suggested earlier in the year, but I
had balked at the idea and was
galled by the suggestion that I
would be that kind of loser so early
on in life. Realizing that this was
just another in a series of mistakes
that had punctuated my entire philosophy for the past half-year, I
swallowed my pride and accepted
this as part of what I needed to do.
They couldn't have been more gracious as hosts, and I'm eternally
grateful for it.
Even if I failed at this point, I
knew I'd be able to take solace in
the fact that I had tried. I hadn't
taken the easy road and simply let a
relationship and a friendship I've
had for years fade away. The uncertainty involved in this was palpable,
but I had made my bed,so to speak,
and I was prepared to sleep in it.
The remaineder of the summer
went beautifully. The issues we had
in my absence evaporated fairly
quickly. When my birthday arrived
in August,we took a trip to an island
resort town in North Carolina.
There, sitting in a restaurant, we
fmally came to terms with what had
happened. I think we had both been
avoiding this exact conversation
fearing to drag up what has since
become a very painful memory. At
one point, she looked at me said
something I'll never forget:
"Women spend their lives watching movies about men making big
gestures to save their relationship or
win the girl. They're always flying
off to Europe to show how much
they care. You did just that"
We ended the summer as close
as ever,if not closer. Standing in the
parking lot as I got ready to come
back up to Maine, I briefly wondered if I was just repeating the
same mistake. The circumstances
here are different, however. The
issue at hand throughout the entire
ordeal was one of choice: I had
chosen to make the mistake of leaving when there were alternatives
and I had to choose what I was
going to do about it
So it seems I have passed one of
life's tests. Talking to people about
the experience,I've said,"IfI'm not
willing to do this, here and now,and
for her, when will I be willing to do
it? When will I have the chance to
make this kind of difference?" I
think this is true. Often times, we
have a tendency to let life slide by
and happen to us. For once I was
behind the wheel.
It's really not my intent to make
myselfsound like some kind of hero
-- far from it The entire situation
was caused by a mistake I made and
doing what I could to correct is really the least that should be expected.
I don't deserve praise for doing it,
but I would have definitely
deserved whatever I got had I not
I told her a long time ago that I
wasn't going to let this relationship fail without putting up a
fight. In some ways, I'm still
amazed that, given where it was
before I left Portland, we managed to keep it intact. I did what
I could to save it and she returned
the effort once I arrived. I can
and will do it again if need be.
Here's to hoping that's never
necessary.
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The Maine Campus
Black Bear of the Week

Josh Radulski
Tight End
Height 6'5"
Weight 248 lbs.
Birthday 11/14/83
Major: Buisness
Administration
Performance 5 catches for
68 yards and 1 TD against
William Penn
Class Senior
Hometown Newark,
Delaware
Accolades 2nd team all
Atlantic-10 selection, 2004
Named small school sleeper for 2005 NFL draft by
condraft.com
Most memorable athletic
moment: 9-7 win at
Mississippi State in 2004
Favorite TV Show "The
Simpsons"
Favorite Movie "Cable
Guy"
Favorite Actor Tom Hanks
Favorite Athletes Donovan
McNabb, Kyle Korver, Pat
Burrell
Favorite Pro Team
Philadelphia Eagles
Favorite thing about
Maine pink hot dogs
Favorite Class Coaching
with Walt Abbott
Least Favorite Class Any
accounting class
Favorite Band Jack
Johnson
Favorite thing to wear
sweats
Person you admire most
My father

FOOTBALL
From Page 24
Are! Gordon returned a kickoff for an 88-yard touchdown to
start the second half at Richmond
last season. The Spiders held a
25-22 lead going into the fourth
quarter, but the Black Bears
responded when Whitcomb
hooked up with tight end Josh
Radulski to seal the game with
5:56 to go.
This season, the Spiders
defense has given up an average
of 13 points per game, losing 196 to UMass and 7-0 to Lafayette.
Maine's defense, led by
Jermaine Walker, 20 tackles,
and John Wormuth, 14 tackles,
blanked William Penn 28-0 last
Saturday, while giving up only 25

points and 121 yards rushing, to back into the starting lineup.
"He does a tremendous job of
powerhouse
1-A
division
Nebraska in its opening game of tying all things in the back end
together as a leader and a takethe season.
"We're playing faster and I charge guy in the secondary,"
think our front has gotten a lot said Cosgrove.
Cosgrove knows the real test
better from last year," said
this weekend, as conferstarts
and
DeVito
Cosgrove. "[Mike]
[Matt] King are doing a real ence play is what really measures
a team's ability.
good job up front."
"We always enter into this
The Black Hole defense has
encountered a couple of thing thinking about the A10," he
changes from last season, one said. "We don't talk about winbeing the movement of Daren ning x amount of games, we basiStone from safety to corner- cally focus on the opportunity
that winning that Atlantic 10 proback.
"So far the changes are vides. It provides you with a
working out great. Daren Stone chance to keep playing when othis a lockdown threat at corner, ers aren't."
As he has for the past two seabecause of his body type he can
sons, Cosgrove predicts that the
blanket defenders," said King.
Jarrod Gomes, who has been national champion will once
plagued with injuries for the past again rise from the Atlantic 10
two seasons, has made his way conference.

Weis leads Notre Dame back to respectability
By Brian Sullivan
For The Maine Campus
Former New England Patriots
Offensive Coordinator Charlie Weis
is continuing his winning ways this
year as he takes over as head foot-

Commentary
ball coach at the University of Notre
Dame. After opening the season
with a victory at no. 23 Pittsburgh,
Weis took the Fighting Irish into the
Big House and upset the no. 3
Michigan Wolverines 17-10. He
became the second coach in Notre
Dame history to win his first two
games on the road,joining football
legend Knute Rockne. That's not
bad company.
On Notre Dame's first offensive
possession, they marched 76 yards
in 2:58 to score a touchdown and
never looked back. Oh,and on that
opening drive of 12 plays the Irish
never even had a third down. Let
the comparisons to Tom Brady and
Brady Quinn begin. The Irish's junior quarterback was 19-30 for 140
yards and 2 scores, but more impor-

tantly he threw no interceptions.
Controlling the ball and not making
costly mistakes are key to Weis's
offensive attack.
To take the rowdy Michigan
crowd out of the game, Weis gave
all of his skill players wrist bands
covered with plays,formations, and
snap counts. It worked. Notre
Dame jumped in and out of the nohuddle all afternoon, keeping the
Wolverine defense off balance.
Though it didn't result in any huge
statistical numbers (Notre Dame
had just 244 yards of total offense),
it was enough to win.
Afterward, Weis' biggest beef
with the offense was a mistake he
made himself. Leading 17-10 late in
the fourth quarter, Weis was bugged
that he called for a pass play on
third-and-5 without telling Quinn to
take the sack so the clock would
keep running if the intended receiver wasn't open. The receiver was
covered and Quinn threw an incomplete pass, stopping the clock and
forcing the Irish to punt the ball
back to Michigan with 3:47 left on
the clock. Fortunately, the defense
held on for the victory.

On defense, the Irish were, to
be honest, Patriot-like. The unheralded bunch that many thought
would be the weakness of this
Notre Dame team held Michigan
to just a field goal until the fourth
quarter. The question must be
asked: Is Charlie Weis just smarter
than all the other coaches? If you
look at the past four NFL seasons
and this very young NCAA season,the answer is an emphatic yes.
Weis' team's offensive attacks
always seem to be one step ahead
of its opponents. Whether it is
Tom Brady leading a late game
drive with 0:24 seconds left in
Super Bowl)(XXIV or calling the
perfect out pattern for Brady
Quinn to throw to Irish wide
receiver Rhema McKnight, Weis
always has the answer.
For all you fans that have waited since 1988(the last Notre Dame
National Championship under
Head Coach Lou Holtz) it seems
like the Patriots' loss is the Irish's
gain.
Finally, the echoes in South
Bend have awoken; without Weis
they would still be fast asleep.

Sox vs. Yanks: A look back
By Brian Eshbach
For The Maine Campus
With the end of September just a
ew weeks away, playoff baseball is
ust around the corner. In some
spects, however, the playoffs have
lready begun. As teams race
owards clinching a postseason
erth, the epic pitching duels and
ate-inning heroics characteristic of
October baseball have already
rrival. This past weekend's series
etween the Boston Red Sox and the
New York Yankees was a perfect
xample. Going into the series, the
Yankees were four games behind the
Red Sox for the AL Fast lead. The
Red Sox dropped two of the three
ames, keeping the Yankees very
much alive in the playoff picture.
In the first game of the series,
espite three early Red Sox runs the
Yankees quickly built an 8-3 lead.
he Sox were lifeless the rest of the
way and lost 8-4.
With Friday's loss hanging over
heir heads, the Red Sox went into
aturday's afternoon game needing
win. Not only did they get their
win, but saw the possible reemerence of star pitcher, Curt Schilling.
Hampered all year by an ankle
njury that brought him so much
ame, he entered the game with a

6.83 ERA. He pitched eight strong
innings for the win in arguably his
best performance of the year.
An interesting pitching match-up
was in store for Sunday's rubber
match. Randy Johnson, who loves
to blow hitters away with fastballs
and sliders, was going against Tim
Wakefield, a pitcher who gets by on
the deception and wild movement of
his knuckleballs.
Unfortunately, it was in vain,
since the one run Wakefield did give
up was the only run of the entire
game and the Sox lost 1-0.
Red Sox fans can look at the
series in two ways. One, the Red
Sox lost the series to the Yankees
and as of Sunday are now only three
games up in the AL East standings.
The second and more positive
viewpoint is that the Red Sox avoided the sweep and are still ahead in
the division race. Most importantly,
Curt Schilling is filially beginning to
show signs of his old self. Having a
dominant ace pitcher like Schilling
for the playoffs means in theory that
the starters will last more innings.
There is still plenty of baseball
left to play this year, and these next
couple of weeks will determine how
closely this team can follow in the
footsteps of the historic 2004 championship team.

Announcing a special
UMaine course in
collaboration with the
Pop!Tech Conference!
NMD 430 / PAA 400 1 TS0 398

A unique interdisciplinary
course designed around the
topic of each year's Pop!Tech
Conference,which originates
from nearby Camden, Maine.
Our Pop!Tech theme this year
is "Grand Challenges."
Class begins September 30th
http://dllumaine.edukd
For more Information call
(207)581-3143

or Pop!Tech 2005
Grand Challenges
TECH October
19-22,20051 Camden,Maine

Ltir
f

http-//wwimpoptecItorg/
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Chenault leads UM to first victory
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
For three seasons he played
the role of stopper, but this year
Adam Chenault has a different
role: goalscorer.
The senior scored his first
goal of the seathe
as
son
University of MASS 1
2
Maine beat the um
of
University
MassachusettsAmherst 2-1 Saturday at
Alumni Field. The victory was
the first for UMaine after starting 0-3-0.
"We've got a very talented
team and in the first three
games we were pressed," said
UMaine head coach Travers
Evans. "When you are not
relaxed it's hard. to play the
game. I wanted them to relax
and be confident and have fun
playing."
The Black Bears return to
action Friday afternoon at
Alumni Field, taking on Sacred
Heart University at 3:30 p.m.
Manhattan
hosts
UMaine
College at noon on Sunday.
After a scoreless first half
that saw the Black Bears create
multiple opportunities, it took
all of 20 minutes to get on the
scoreboard in the second. In the
63rd minute, forward Gabriel
Germano was outside the
Minutemen box when he played
the ball to Chenault. Once the
Ohio native got possession of
the ball, he chipped it over diving Massachusetts goaltender
Zack Simmons for a 1-0 lead,
Two minutes later the Black

Bears almost tallied another
goal when Chenault repeated
his impressive form with a pass
to Maine co-captain Kevin
Forgett. The shot went off
Forgett's boot to go wide of the
net.
The Black Bears were able
to make up for the missed
opportunity in the 75th minute
as freshman Kyle Pacheco
scored his first goal in a
UMaine uniform. Pacheco, who
came off the bench, raced down
the left flank and placed the
ball on the far side of the goal
to give UMaine a 2-0 lead.
"Jameson Gonzalez won the
ball for us and I took it," said
Pacheco, who recorded two
shots in his Alumni Field debut.
"I saw there was a big opening
and I took a touch around the
defender. I saw the far side was
open and luckily it went in."
Pacheco
after
Minutes
scored, the Minutemen were
able to cut the lead in half. A
change in tactics allowed
UMass to have five attacking
options instead of their original
three. With the Minuteman
attacking in the UMaine zone, a
Michael Donnelly cross found
the head of Matty Lemire,
whose shot trickled past Black
Bear keeper Chad Mongeon
with less than 12 minutes
remaining to make it 2-1.
Though the Minutemen had
climbed back into the game, the
Black Bears almost opened the
gap again. As the Minutemen
were working the ball around in
their own half, Chenault had a
breakaway opportunity that
trickled just wide of the oppos-

ing goal.
"The major differences
between defense and offense
have to do with fitness,"
Chenault said. "It's a different
kind of game up front instead
of playing defensively. It was a
hit or miss type thing and it
does not always work out the
way you want it to."
UMass' best chance of tying
the match came in the 90th
minute when a bad Black Bear
challenge resulted in a free kick
from less than 15. yards out. It
skimmed over the crossbar just
seconds before the Black Bears
claimed the victory.
"As a goalkeeper you have
to stay focused no matter how
much or how little you see of
the ball," said Mokigeon, who
made two saves. "As for the
goal, it was quick. We did not
step in and win the ball when
we had to and we gave them the
chance to send the ball into the
box."
Saturday's match also saw
four freshman receive their first
home cap. In addition to
Pacheco and Gonzalez, newcomers Martin John and Ryan
Kelley started for the Black
Bears. John was one of the reasons Chenault was moved to an
attacking role. After seeing
how productive John was at left
back, Evans felt the move
would benefit the team.
"Adam has played up front
at other levels and we had a
freshman in Martin who has
done well," Evans said. "So,
we moved him up front and he
is dangerous for us there," said
Evans.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY EMMA POPE-WELCH
GET AFTER IT - Adam Chenault, a senior defender on the
men's soccer team, races an opponent to the ball during
Saturday's 2-1 win over Massachusetts-Amherst.

Did you score
last night?

Class of194
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Students can win big pirzes for attending home athletic euents!

Prizes Include:

How It Works:
•Pick up your Super Fans card at any home
Black Bear athletic event
•Get your card punched by athletic marketing
staff on game day
•For every 8 games you attend,you're entered
into a drawing for great prizes
•There's no limit to the number of cards you
can fill
•Prizes will be awarded at the men's basketball game on December 5th
Must be present to win

•9Spring break trips for 2 to Jamaica or Mexico

including round trip airfare from Bangor,4 nights
hotel accomodations, meals,and more!
• Gift Certificates to local restaurants
• Black Bear Gear
and much more!

Upcoming Athletic Euents
Football
Maine vs. Richmond
Saturday,Sept.17•6 p.m.

Men's Soccer

Field Hockey

Maine vs.Holy Cross
Maine vs.Sacred Heart
Sunday,Sept.18* 12 p.m.
Friday,Sept.16•3 p.m.
Maine vs. Manhattan
Sunday,Sept 18 4,1:30 p.m.

For more information,call the athletic marketing office at 581-1086 or visit GoBlackBears.com
k
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UM to host Minutemen DRAKE
By Riley Donovan
Asst. News Editor
The University of Maine field
hockey team is in the midst of its
non-conference schedule with a 4-

Field Hockey
3 record. With three games to go
before America East play begins,
head coach Terry Kix knows what
her team needs to do to be ready
for the rigors of conference play.
She is also happy with what her
team has accomplished so far.
"We're still trying to find the
perfect combination," said Kix,
who is in her 15th year as head

UMASS VS. UM
SUNDAY SEPT. 18
NOON
field hockey coach. "We're having a hard time generating attack
right now, so we hope in the next
three games we can continue to
grow in the offensive end of the
game."
The Black Bears are coming
off of a 6-0 loss to Ohio State, the
no. 17 team in the country. That
dropped their record to 4-3 on the
season, after UMaine grabbed
wins over Sacred Heart, Fairfield,
Columbia, and Ohio University.
The Black Bears' two other losses
came against Connecticut, who is
ranked at the no. 11 spot, and
Hofstra, who is also ranked in the
top 30.
"Defensively we're pretty
sound," said Kix."I really feel for
the most part that we've played at
the level we had hoped for."
Kix's young team is led defensively
by
senior forward
Shaunessy Saucier, a graduate of
Old Town High School. Forward
Kasey Spencer and back Meagan
Connolly will each add to
UMaine's scoring attack. Like
Connolly and Spencer, Katie
Flaherty is in her final season as a
Black Bear. She will be a threat at
midfield.
The Black Bears have many
new faces in their line-up, including two young goalkeepers.
Sophomore Rebecca Giroux has
started six of UMaine's seven
games in goal and freshman
Maygan Cassarino has seen action
in five, including one start.
"We have a lot of young talent," Kix said. "We've had up to
three or four first year kids starting for us at different times."
Kim
MacDonald,
Katy

LePage, and Nicole Emery are all
freshmen who have seen plenty of
playing time, including several
starts.
UMaine will bring its 4-3
record home on Sunday for the
first time since August 27th. They
will host UMass at noon in their
second home game of the season.
"We're very excited to come
home," said Kix. "It's exciting to
be able to play on our turf."
Kix's team has only four
games scheduled at home this season,the other 14 will be played on
the road. Maine has qualified for
the America East Championship
Tournament in each of the last
four seasons, by finishing in the
top four of the conference. A first
place finish would allow UMaine
the opportunity to host the tournament, something they have never
done.
Kix hopes that a grueling road
schedule coupled with games
against teams like UConn and the
Buckeyes will prepare her team
for a tough list of America East
opponents. She says her team's
two tough losses to ranked opponents were part of the learning
curve.
"We're learning from those
losses but that's all part of the
process. We made a lot of mistakes and those are the kind of
teams that will make you pay for
it. In order for us to get to the level
we want to be at for our conference we have to play teams of that
caliber."
One team that UMaine will
not have to worry about this season in conference play is
Northeastern. The Huskies left
the America East for the Colonial
Athletic
Association.
Northeastern is the four-time
defending
America
East
Champion, but will have no
opportunity to defend their title
this season,leaving the door open
for a young team like Maine.
The Black Bears will still have
to face traditional field hockey
powers New Hampshire and
Boston University. The Terriers
are ranked no. 20 in the nation.
Albany, Vermont, and UMBC will
also compete for the America East
crown.
For now, UMaine is content
just to be coming home. The
Black Bears are looking to make
the most of their home contest
Sunday afternoon, when the
Minutewomen and the Black
Bears will face off on Morse
Field.

From Page 24
UMaine men's cross country
head coach Mark Lech. "He
went right out from the beginning and took charge and control."
The course, which quickly
jumps from flat to hilly in the
first 3/4 of mile, played to
Drake's strengths.
"I think that most of the
other runners in the race were
kind of afraid of the first hill
and so they didn't go with
him," said Lech. "That was all
the gap that he needed to win
the race."
Lech believes Drake's performance helped to declare his
emergence as one of the best
runners in the conference.
"It was nice that he
estabished himself because
UNH, UMBC and Albany were
all there," said Lech.
Shortly after Drake crossed
the tape, Kirby Davis clocked
in at impressive time of 26:01.
The fast time was good enough
for 6th place overall. Davis'
finish was the first of three
straight Black Bears to cross
the line. Following right behind
were Paul Rupprecht and
Joshua Trevino, with times of
26:06 and 26:07.
"We had four guys in before
most of the other teams had a
second guy in," said Lech. "I
think we sent a message to people, whether that is going to be
a cataylst to wake them up or
not, I don't know, but I do
know if they get better so are
we."
Rounding out the top fiVe,
was sophomore David Woods II
with a time of 27:02.
Sophomores Charles Therriault
and Tyler Alexander completed
the top seven.
"The only thing we have to
think about now is that fifth
person," said Lech. "Right now
there are three guys in line for
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that spot, David Woods, Charile
Terrier and David Englehutt. If
we can get them a little closer
to the top four guys, I think we
are going to be looking pretty
good."
For Saturday the five were
good enough beating Columbia
by nine points. Snatching third
place was UNH with 79 points.
Still Lech sees room for
improvement.
"The chain' is only as good
as its weakest link," said Lech.
"It is very, cruical to have
everyone as close together as
possible."

"I would gladly give
up one or two things
now to be ready or
the big meets at the
end of the season."
Mark Lech
UMaine men's cross country
coach

Last years squad that won
the program's first America
East Championship had a gap
of 30 seconds between their
number one and five runner.
"It probably won't have to
be 30 seconds but it can't be
anymore then 45," said Lech.
"That doesn't seem like alot but
15 seconds could be 10 places,
so it will matter."
"For where we are right now,
however, I was happy with
everyone," said Lech.
The display put on by
UMaine over the weekend
stressed to their main conference foes that they weren't
going to quietly relinquish
their title. Instead UNH,
Albany, UMBC and Boston
University are in for what
promises to be a dog fight.

Lech believes his guys are
ready for it.
"Our guys want to prove
themselves, like last year," said
Lech. "Last year, after the conference championship, only
three of the top ten runners
were coming back and we had
two of them. I didn't have to
tell our guys much, I think they
realized they could be pretty
good again."
One New England team,
Lech is not underestimating is
BU.
"Boston University is kind
of the joker in the deck right
now," said Lech. "They where
as low as I have ever seen them
last year, but they are the type
of team that has alot of scholarships and could get good right
away."
The tests will continue in
the next couple weeks with the
team travelling to UMassAmherst and Vermont for
meets. In Amherst, top runners,
Trevino and Rupprecht will be
resting due to a plan Lech has
in store for the end of the year.
"I would gladly give up one
or two things now to have these
guys ready for the big meets at
the end of the season," said
Lech.
"I am not quite sure what
will happen this weekend,.
Hopefully people will step up
and come to the forefront."
The meet in Amherst takes
place this Saturday at noon.
For Lech and company it
will just be another step in the
big plan.
"I have to stay the course, I
have a plan and its to peak at
the Championship meets," said
Lech. "So I don't think we are
ahead of where we need to be,
our guys are right where they
should be."

SPRING. BREAK '06
www.sunsplashtours.com
1.800.426.7710

ANOTHER BENEFIT TO OUR
ONLINE EDITION:
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CLASSIFIEDS
Hiring
Need an extra
$36,000.00 a year?
Vending business for sale.
Sell $5000
1-800-568-1281 or
vendingfriends.com

Community Assistants
needed @ Orchard
Trails Apts work p/t for a
room in our beautiful
community. If interested,
please send your resume
and class schedule to
hahemphil@collegepark.org
we want to hire ASAP

Advertise in The Maine Campus. Email
Allison Frazier on First Class
to place your classified advertisement.
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FIND CASH FOR COLLEGE.
Click on the scholarships link on the top bar of our site, and browse a scholarship
search to connect with over 650,000 scholarship awards, worth $2.5 billion.

Visit www.main ecam pu s.co m
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GIVING CHASE Junior midfielder
Natalie Berry runs
down a Holy Cross
attacker during the
women's soccer
team's 4-1 win
Tuesday night The
game was played at
Falmouth High School
as part of UMaine's
effort to bring Black
Bears athletics to the
fans of Southern
Maine.
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From Page 24
Peters ripped a shot that sailed just
over the finger tips of an outstretched Tanya Adorn°, cutting the
Maine lead to 3-1.
Just over four minutes later,
sophomore Marie-Andree Cannel
crossed the ball to Corey, who
stayed onsides and away from the
Holy Cross defender. Corey broke
away again, this time against
Scanlon's replacement, Jessica
Pietrowicz, but with the same
result. It was Corey's second goal
of the match.
"I think the defining moment in the

PATRIOTS CORNER

CUM

By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
The New England Patriots
kicked off the NFL season in
style last Thursday, stifling the
Oakland Raiders 30-20. Despite
several key off-season changes,
it was business as usual for the
two-time defending
world
champions.
With fireworks going off
around them and banners raised
in the background, the Patriots
kept up their one-game-at-atime mantra and continued to
deny any reports of past and
future success.
New England unveiled a
revamped run defense featuring
four defensive linemen that held
heralded first-time Oakland
starter LaMont Jordan to a modest 70 yards.
Most of the preseason questions about the Pats revolved
around the loss of Tedy Bruschi
and Ted Johnson as run stoppers, and Belichik seems prepared to shift to a 4-3 scheme to
compensate.
Why this comes as a surprise
is anyone's guess. Using the
deepest defensive line in football to stop the run isn't exactly
reinventing the wheel.
The defensive line even
showed some of the uncanny
playmaking ability that made
Bruschi so valuable. Midway
through the third quarter, AllPro tackle Richard Seymour
knocked the ball from Raider
quarterback Kerry Collins'
hands and Vince Wilfork came
down with the pigskin, recording his first career interception
and setting up a pivotal Corey
Dillon touchdown that put New
England on top 24-14.
Legendary broadcaster John
Madden named Wilfork the
Horse Trailer Player of the
Game for causing the pivotal
turnover.
Quarterback Tom Brady didn't miss a beat without offensive
coordinator Charlie Weis. The
golden boy was his usual efficient self, tossing 304 yards and
2 touchdowns. Super Bowl
XXXIX MVP Deion Branch
looked ever speedier than he did
last year, and the chemistry he's
developing with Brady is down-

right scary. Those two should be
hooking up for big plays and
first downs all season.
Also impressive in his Pats
debut was Tim Dwight. The
dimunitive reciever caught a
touchdown in the second quarter
and won punt return duties from
veteran Troy Brown and specialist Bethel Johnson during a
stiff competition in training
camp.
Up next for the champs is a
Carolina Panthers team that was
a popular sleeper pick to return
to the Super Bowl. They're
coming off a hard luck loss to an
emotionally
charged
New
Orleans Saints team and certainly don't want to start off 0-2.
Expect a defensive struggle, as
the Panthers boast one of the
few defensive lines in the league
that's comparable to New
England's.
That makes Corey Dillon's
rather average first game a concern. Carolina's front seven are
vastly superior to Oakland's and
running the ball isn't going to
get any easier.
Carolina has lost a few steps
on offense, with their running
backs hurt and their wide
recievers playing elsewhere.
Still, a recent Sports Illustrated
feature had Jake Delhomme
claiming that losing to the
Patriots in Super Bowl XXXVIII "haunts" and "drives" his
team, so you know they'll be
sky high for this game.
That's life in a dynasty. The
Patriots won't admit it, but they
know every team from the Colts
to the Bengals wants to knock
them off. They're the biggest
game on the schedule of every
team they play, and they'll have
to match that intenstiy week
after week.
It's too early to tell exactly
what this new season holds, but
one thing's for sure: despite losing two first class coordinators,
two stud linebackers, a staple of
their offensive line and an AllPro cornerback, the old saying
holds true. The more things
change, the more they stay the
same for the New England
Patriots.

The Maine Campus
Has more issues than a
teenage drama queen

game for us was when Holy Cross
scored," said Atherley. "We could
have either collapsed and started to
get frantic but instead we stayed composed and got the next goal."
UMaine out-shot Holy Cross 2313 for the game and Adonio recorded four saves, improving her record
to 2-3-0. Scanlon and Peitrowicz
combined to stop eight shots for
Holy Cross.
Berry was also named player of
the match.
"In general, it was probably the
most satisfying and most pleasing
performance of our year so far,"
added Atherley.
The Bears return to action on
Sunday, at noon when they trave14.
to Marist in New York.

Karaoke is Back!
Every Thursday Night

4p.m. - midnight
$3 cover - $1 drafts - Free pool
Join the Fun!

And don't miss 50 cent wells on
Friday and Saturday nights from 4p.m. - 9p.m.
UNIVERSITY

Located at z,z ,-*`;e-ICar---)f-t.--

„
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ACADEMIC SUITES

MAKE YOUR FAVORITE
SHOW SIT AND STAY.

FREE DVR
EQUIPMENT UPGRADE

FREE 25 MOVIE CHANNELS
HBO Corsi. 3 MONTHS

do"

FREE OVER 200 CHANNELS
FIRST MONTH
FREE STANDARD
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
TOP-RANKED IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION BY ACSI

Brilliant
Satellite

Old Town
209 Main St.

d

207-944-3835
NETWORK

Better TV for all.
201 25 movie charmets require HD monitor and receiver. Credit 1or first month oh free programming applied to first DISH Network bill. Free programming requires participation in Digital Horne
Advantage otter. After free period, customer must call to downgrade to otter qualifying programming or then-current price for selected programming package will apply. Monthly $4.98 DISH
Network DVR Service fee applies for each DISH Player-DVR.
Digital Home Advantage: Pay $49.99 Activation Fee. Requires Social Security Number, valid major credit card, credit approval and qualifying programming purchase. Emripment must be retuned
In DISH Network upon termination of qualifying service. Limit 4 tuners per account Monthly package price ircludes $5.00 mudpment rental fee
tor first receiver. $5.00/mo. equipment rental tee
applies for each additional receiver. A $4,99/mo. additional outlet programming access fee applies for each dual-hmer receiver; tee will be waived monthly tor each such receiver
continuously
comected to Customer's phone live.
Offer ends 1/31/06 and is available in the continental United States for new,first-time DISH Network residential customers. Al prices, packages and program rring subject to change without nalice. Local and state sales
taxes may apply. Where applicable, equipment rental fees and programming are taxed separately. Al DISH Network programming, and any other services that are provided, are subject to the terms and oanditions of the
promotional agreementand Residential Customer Agreement, available at wivw.dishnetwork.com or upon request. Local Channels packages by satellite are only available to astomers who reside in the specified local
Designated Market kea(DMA.Local channels may require an additional dish antenna or a SuperDISH antenna from DISH Network, in stg ed tree of any charges with subscription to local channels at time of initial
installation. Social Security Numbers are used to obtain credit scores and will not be released to third parties except for verification and collection purposes crdy or if required by governmental authorities. Al service marks
and trademarks belong to their respective owners.
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Women's soccer runs away from Holy Cross
By Meghann Burnett
For The Maine Campus
FALMOUTH—
The
University of Maine womens
soccer team played its best allaround game of
the season as
they
handled
the Holy Cross
Crusaders in a
4-1
victory
Wednesday night, at the
Falmouth High School field in
Southern Maine. Senior Erin
Corey led the Bears with two
goals, her first tallies of the sea-

NC 1
UM 4

son, as UMaine improved to 4- Berry's shot deflected off Holy
3.
Cross
goalkeeper
Cashel
The Black Bears were shut Scanlon and Corey collected the
out in each of their three losses rebound for her first goal of the
but offense was not an issue on night. Berry and McHugh were
this night. The scoring struggles both credited with assists.
ended 4:27 into the match when
"I was thinking, 'Oh no, I
senior Heather Hathorn crossed don't want to touch this ball'
the ball in front of the Holy because I don't want take this
Cross net and deflected off a away from Natalie because she
Crusader defender. It was works so hard," said Corey.
UMaine's all-time leading scor- "But I had to do it, it was right
there."
er's second goal of the season.
Less than five minutes later,
With three and a half minutes
senior Maureen McHugh sent left in the first half, sophomore
the ball through to junior Laura Harper took a pass from
Natalie Berry for a break away. Berry, beating her defender one

on one for a break alone with
Scanlon. Harper scored, keeping the ball on the ground, in the
lower right corner of the goal.
Berry notched her second assist
of the game.
"We wanted to unite, fight
and persist and we've done it in
bits and pieces throughout the
season and my challenge was to
do it for 90 minutes," said head
coach Scott Atherley, who is in
his seventh
season
with
women's soccer.
While Maine only out shot
Holy Cross 8-5 in the first half,
the midfield and forwards pres-

sured the Holy Cross defense
and kept the ball in the offensive
third of the field.
"I was exceptionally pleased
with the play of our midfield
both in attack and defense," said
Atherley. "I thought our speed
of play tonight was terrific."
"The whole key was to keep
playing our game and not play
down to their level," added
Corey.
Holy Cross came out firing in
the second half. Casey Boland
crossed the ball to Alison Peters
at the top of the penalty box.
See SOCCER on page 23

UM ready
to embrace
new role
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
New season, new role.
For the University of Maine
men's cross country team that's
the deal.
There is no way around it.
This isn't your father's Black
Bear squad.
And the team couldn't be
more delighted with the news.

Men's Cross Country
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BREAKING AWAY - Senior wide receiver Kevin McMahan heads to paydirt on an 80-yard touchdown reception during
Saturday's 28-0 win over William Penn. Senior tight end Josh Radulski throws a block to ensure McMahan's score.

Youthful Black Bears eager for A-10 play
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer

able to go through that growth
that you need to go through as a
team as you build and improve
and try to come together," said
Head Coach Jack Cosgrove.
One aspect of the game that
is different this season is the

There is no Marcus Williams,
Christian Pereira no longer dons
the number one jersey, and a
new number four has taken over,
hoping to follow in the footsteps
of Brandon McGowan.
With the graduation of such
players and the arrival of 29
new faces, the UMaine coaching
staff has had some position implementation of a second
quarterback.
shifting to do.
Senior Chris Legree has been
"The team has adjusted
great," said junior defensive end sharing the reps with Ron
Whitcomb, proving to be an
Matt King.
As the Black Bears head into effective move for the Black
game three and begin the Bears so far this season.
Last week, Legree threw for
Atlantic-10
schedule
this
Saturday against Richmond, over 100 yards, including an 80consistency is key for the young yard touchdown pass to Kevin
McMahan.
team.
"Chris gives us an added
"In both games [Nebraska
and William Penn] we've been dimension, something that we
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think helps us as a team," said
Stacy Tutt, who served as the
Cosgrove."He has a great abili- Spiders quarterback last season,
ty to run and he can throw the was moved to a wide receiver.
"I think the difference is,
football as you saw Saturday
night. That's a nice accomplish- without Tutt at quarterback,
ment for him and something they aren't as freewheeling. He
we're hoping to see more of."
had a running ability at that
At the tailback position, position that really made you
Monte11 Owens leads the team nervous. I haven't seen that hapwith 20 carries for 87 yards, pen for them this year with the
while freshman Jerron Pearson quarterbacks that they have,"
and freshman redshirt Teron said Cosgrove.
Allen have also added depth to
What Cosgrove has seen
the position.
from 0-2 Richmond is a tough
"Monte11 is ready to be the defensive squad, with several of
go-to guy," said King.
last year's players still in tact.
Like UMaine, Richmond also
Adam Goloboski and Lance
has been using a quarterback Gray each have 18 tackles and
platoon system that includes one fumble recovery in thier
freshman Levi Brown and red- first two games.
shirt freshman Will Healy.
"They gave us fits last year.
"They are probably striving We were fortunate, we got a late
for a level of consistency on touchdown to beat them," said
offense as well, in terms of what Cosgrove.
they're trying to do," said
See BEARS on Page 20
Cosgrove.

With UMaine returning to
Orono this autumn to defend
last years America East title,
the group faces a new line of
challenges.
No longer will the names
Cinderella or Sleeper follow
them around. Instead they will
assume a position once unfathomable. They will be the
favorite.
Over the weekend, the group
tested out that new title in
Binghamton, N.Y, with extremly favorable results. Picking up
directly where they left off, the
Black Bears squashed the competition at the Binghamton
Invitational with an encouraging first place finish. UMaine,
which finished atop the scoring
with 51 points, beat out
Columbia, the University of
New Hampshire, the University
of
MarylandBaltimore
County, Syracuse, Albany,
Binghamton and Siena for the
victory. Paving the way for the
Black Bears was an electric
performance by junior Donald
Drake, who claimed the top
spot overall with a time of
25:29 on the 8,000 meter
course.
Drake, who played a pivotal
role on last year's championship team, took an early lead
and never looked back.
"One of the best things
about the meet was Donny
Drake establishing himself in
the America East," said
See DRAKE on Page 21

